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Executive Summary
Video is becoming increasingly important to digital libraries and archives, both as a primary content type
and as context for other collection objects. Videos included in collections may be works unto themselves;
documentary evidence of people, places, and events core to a collection mission; or documentary evidence
for primary objects in a collection. Recognizing these roles of video in popular and scholarly culture, the
Library of Congress included the VidArch project in its National Digital Information Infrastructure and
Preservation Program (NDIIPP) research portfolio. The VidArch project contributed to the further
development of policies and tools to facilitate the preservation of digital video from the WWW through an
examination of video not as isolated information objects, but as information-rich multi-sensory elements
embedded in an equally information-rich use environment. We explored the meaning of context as it relates
to video from internal, external, and life cycle-based perspectives: On one hand, we performed video
content analysis and conceptualized a multi-faceted understanding of context based on the life cycle of
video production, delivery, and use. On the other, we explored relationships between video and other
elements of the networked online environment.
On an implementation level, we evaluated the use of finding aids and documentation of contextual
information for controlled video collections; explored the use of a collaborative online environment as an
extension of the concept of the finding aid; developed tools to mine contextual elements for online video
from the WWW; and implemented the robust preservation-compatible iRODS framework at the collection
level for primary objects and related contextual information entities.
The VidArch Project was supported by a grant from the National Science Foundation (#IIS 0455970 DigArch
Program) as one of the NDIIPP research projects; and by a follow up contract from the Library of Congress
as a part of the National Digital Information Preservation Program. While based at the University of North
Carolina, Chapel Hill School of Information and Library Science, the Project was enriched by valuable
contributions from our partners: the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM); iBiblio; the Internet
Archive; the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA); and the San Diego Super Computer
Center Data Intensive Cyber Environments (DICE) team.

*Thank you, Laura Sheble– for crafting this final report from four years of VidArch Project work.
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VidArch Funding and Support
VidArch was supported by two major funding sources: From 2005 to 2007, VidArch was supported by a
grant from the National Science Foundation (#IIS 0455970 DigArch Program) as one of the National Digital
Information Infrastructure and Preservation Program (NDIIPP) research projects. During this first phase of the
project, we partnered with the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) and the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA). From 2007 to 2009, support for the VidArch project was provided by a
contract from the Library of Congress as a part of the National Digital Information Infrastructure and
Preservation Program (NDIIPP). iBiblio, which provided storage space on servers administered by iBiblio for
collected and created data and the VidArch Exchange; and OpenVideo, which provided video-related
expertise and integrated facets of the project, including the NASA and ACM finding aids into the OpenVideo
systems, were valuable partners throughout both phases of the project. During the second phase of the
project, we also partnered with the San Diego Super Computer Center Data Intensive Cyber Environments
(DICE) teami to implement a preservation storage and access infrastructure; and the Internet Archive, which
was also involved with the Library of Congress to harvest online videos and other materials associated with
the 2008 United States Presidential Election.
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Background: Videos, Context
Video is becoming increasingly important to
digital libraries and archives, both as a primary
content type and as context for other collection
objects. Videos included in collections may be
works unto themselves; documentary evidence of
people, places, and events core to a collection
mission; or even as documentary evidence for
primary objects in a collection.

Context

contributed to the archived materials and their
organization is often provided through finding
aids. Additionally, finding aids can collocate
access to related materials and thereby bridge
structural gaps between objects and resources.
Context, as provided by archival arrangement, is
supplied implicitly. The order – or representation
of the environment structure – of an object is not
necessarily the structure to which the creator
bequeathed an object on its creation, but often an
aggregated representation of a system built in
layers over time based on contemporary uses of
an object or its environment (i.e. to support use or
as a by-product of use).

Documentation of archival objects through the
creation and capture of context is central to
archival practice and theory. It is through the
acquisition and conceptualization of context that
individuals can make sense of culturally- and
The VidArch project examined context as it may
temporally-disjointed content by enabling them to
be provided by each of these approaches –
place an object in a context consistent with key
finding aids and documented capture of
aspects of its original time and
environment elements and structure environment. Archivists do not
Documentation of
with
respect
to
digital
video.
aim to capture all aspects of the
archival objects
Throughout, we focused on the special
creation, use, and events related
properties of online digital video and
through the creation
a given object, but endeavor to
digital video environments. In the first
select key aspects or elements
and capture of
phase of the project, we concentrated
of
the
processes
and
context is central to
on context for digital video provided via
environments related to an
archival practice and
retrospective production of finding aids;
object that will enable future
and in the second, through capture of
theory…
individuals to envision the
elements of networked digital video
object situated approximately
sharing environments over time.
parallel to states at earlier times in its life cycle.
Given a baseline of understanding of the object’s
Special properties of digital video
state at previous times and given key aspects of
Video is a temporal, composite medium with
the environment from which the object was
captured, future individuals will have the
multiple information representation channels
experienced over time. Compositionally, a video
potential to understand the object’s significance
(a) at these times; and (b) in relation to other
may be quite complex: In addition to the primary
visual and (potentially multi-lingual) audio
objects and phenomena from the frame of
reference of the individual at that given time in
components, it may contain elements such as
text, graphics, music, and natural and artificial
the future.
sound effects. It may also be augmented by
In the archival tradition context is conveyed
human- or machine-readable content such as
through arrangement and description. In finding
closed captioning or feature vectors. If we are to
aids,
a
prevalent
form
of
structured
preserve the essence of video - video as a whole
documentation, metadata about the object is
object – we are compelled to preserve not only
explicit and created retrospectively. Finding aids
each of its multiple channels, but also the
are commonly created according to a hierarchical
alignment of the channels.
structure that starts at a collective level and
Motion, an essential element of video, depends
extends down to finer levels of granularity
through the series, sub-series, and less often, item,
on positional changes over time such that action
is directly and viscerally represented to human
levels. Contextual information such as that about
the processes and actors that created and
perceptual systems. The temporal aspect of video
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complicates preservation with respect to
segmentation and metadata; and also adds a new
contextual dimension: People in the future may
need additional knowledge to interpret action
captured in video. Additionally, with respect to
context, it might be appropriate to consider
whether a video is captured primarily for
documentary purposes or as a work unto itself, a
distinction that has become even more important
as video allusion in the form of layered mashups
composed on snippets of existing videos become
increasingly common. Each of these cases has the
potential to impact contextual information
selection: If a video is considered primarily a
documentary object, an archivist might want to
prioritize capture of information that provides
context for the documented phenomena. If the
video itself is the primary focus, it may be more
appropriate to prioritize contextual information
that focuses on the video.

Special properties of online
digital video environments
OpenVideo (http://www.open-video.org) and
YouTube (http://www.youtube.com) present two
very different online environments tailored to
different uses of digital video. OpenVideo (see
paper) presents explicitly structured and

authoritatively controlled views of videos,
associated metadata, and multiple media
surrogates that at present include excerpts, key
frames, storyboards, and fastforwards (extracts
made through reduction of the number of frames
per minute). Open Video began in 1998 as a
project to provide researchers with access to
video and a digital library of videos for research
purposes. Currently, OpenVideo serves both its
original research mission, and also serves as a
repository for a wide range of video content that
individuals, including educators, use to find and
watch videos.
In contrast, YouTube is a commercial video
service scoped to a broader general audience that
individuals may use to find, watch, and share
video. Video and related text is posted by
contributors through the structure of the YouTube
system for a variety of purposes. In addition to
posting, searching, and watching videos, users
may – among other things - create accounts,
share comments, create profile pages, and enter
metadata for the videos they post. Neilsen Online
reports that in October 2008, YouTube served
more than 5 billion video streams to 82 million
unique visitors in the US, over half the 9 billion
total videos streamed in the U.S. during that
period.ii

The VidArch Project
As previously stated, the VidArch project focused
on the development of tools and strategies to
capture and preserve context related to video
available on the WWW, including the
conceptualization of context; its capture or
creation; and evaluation of element types and
capture/creation methods. Materials captured and
created as a part of this project constituted the
dataset for a prototypical implementation of the
Integrated Rule-Oriented Data System (iRODS)
framework and model for migration from the
Storage Resource Broker framework to iRODS.
At an operational level, VidArch can be
conceived as having two main phases. In the first,
local Open Video collections were used as a
basis to explore the notion of context in relation
to digital video. During this phase, we were
primarily occupied with identifying contextual
information features; exploring the design and

feasibility of multimedia-enhanced finding aids;
and developing recommendations for the
treatment of context in the framework of the OAIS
standard.
The second phase of the Project extended the first
in several notable ways. First, our video source
focus shifted from controlled local video
collections to YouTube, a popular and proprietary
video service for sharing, finding and watching
videos. As goals, the primary outcomes for the
second phase of the project can be stated as the
following activities:
1. Examine collection policies and mechanics for
contextual information related to digital video
at a detailed level.
2. Develop and evaluate tools for accession of
videos from publicly available video services,
especially YouTube.
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3. Develop and evaluate tools for discovery and
capture of context and metadata associated
with digital video, including that associated
with videos via interface presentation and
links.
4. Evaluate repeated queries as a primary method
and strategy for resource discovery, capture,
and selection.
5. Evaluate the potential of linked information,
and blogs in particular, to provide contextual
information.

6. Implement archival backup infrastructure (SRB
and IRODS) as a preservation framework for
video files.
7. Develop a prototype of an information
exchange for metadata, file formats, tools, and
content related to digital video curation.
8. Integrate framework for prospective descriptive
information and collection parameters into
content /contextual identification discovery
workflow.

VidArch: Phase I
The main activities of the first phase of the
VidArch Project included the development of the
ACM and NASA video finding aids; investigations
into context for videos; and examination of the
accession, creation, and ingest of context with
respect to the Open Video workflow and with
reference to OAIS. We discuss each of these in
detail in the sections that follow.

ACM & NASA Video Finding Aids
Dawne E. Howard, then a graduate student at
UNC’s School of Information and Library Science,
developediii North Carolina Encoded Archival
Description (NCEAD)iv – compliant finding aids
for two collections from the Open Video
Repository. These collections consisted of (1) the
NASA K-16 Science Education Programs Videos
(1998 – 2005), and (2) a set of 427 juried
presentation videos from various conference
proceedings of the ACM (1983 – 2003). The
NASA Collection contains video segments from
five programs available through NASA's Center
for Distance Learning: NASA Kids Science News
Network (KSNN), Noticiencias NASA (in
Spanish)v, NASA SCI Files, NASA CONNECT, and
NASA's Destination Tomorrow. The ACM
collection includes videos submitted for the
following conferences: the Special Interest Group
on Computer-Human Interaction (SIGCHI), 19832002; Computer-Supported Cooperative Work
(CSCW), 1992 – 2000; Special Interest Group on
Graphics
and
Interactive
Techniques
(SIGGRAPH), 1983, 1988; and User Interface
Software and Technology (UIST), 1997, 2000.
The objective of this work was to identify how a
standard finding aid might be extended to provide
descriptive and contextual information for online
digital video. The ACM and NASA video finding
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aids provide contextual information in a
hierarchical structure:
Top-level finding aid
documents
provide
collective
contextual
information; and the second tier provides serieslevel contextual information. These secondary
levels of the finding aids also group videos – for
example by topic or episodes; provide further
contextual information about the more granular
video groups and single videos; and provide
access to the videos via links to the public Open
Video repository interface for each video as well
as links to the contextual information that is not
treated as part of the current interface to the
collection but which should be considered
potential targets for long-term preservation efforts.
The views provided through Open Video provide
text surrogates (a Dublin Core compliant set of
metadata that is also harvestable via the OAIPMH protocol) for each video as well as videospecific surrogates, which currently include key
frames, excerpts, storyboards, and fast-forwards.
Within the finding aid, the following information
was provided for each target video object: Name,
Program, Episode, and URL. For each object
providing context for a target video that was
selected for inclusion – such as related
educational materials and NASA web pages, the
following information was collected: Name, URL
of Item Providing Context, Relation, Resource,
Type, Location, Type of File/Object, Time to Find,
Size of File, (whether) Openly Accessible, and
Annotations/Comments.vi
The NASA and ACM collections illustrate some
important properties of videos, and particularly
online video segments. The ACM conference
videos are relatively singular and independent
works produced for common events – the ACM

VidArch: Preserving Video Objects in Context: Final Report
conferences – over a number of years. The NASA
collection, however, contains both video
segments that comprise a full episode
individually, and also episodes that are divided
into multiple video segments. Additionally, NASA
provides information about both the videos
individually and also about sets of videos grouped
by topic. Therefore, it was necessary to provide a
flexible but structured framework within the
hierarchy of the finding aid for descriptive
information that would enable grouping of video
segments by episode, by topic, and also to
provide links to outside information (educational
materials and topical group information) on the
NASA website.

Context Investigations: Early Work
During the first phase, and to a lesser extent, the
second phase, of the Project, exploratory content
analysis of small subsets of the target videos was
performed to investigate what types of references
were made within the videos for which
supporting contextual information might be
gathered. In the first phase, content of selected
ACM and NASA videos was analyzed according
to Lee’s (2007) framework for contextvii as it

relates to digital collections. This framework
includes nine classes of contextual information
with relation to information collections: “object”,
“agent”,
“occurrence”,
“purpose”,
“time”,
“place”, “form of expression”, “concept /
abstraction”, and “relationship”. Definitions of
these classes are given in Table 1 below.
Application of this contextual information
framework to a video object can be illustrated
with an example from the NASA collection.
When applied to the NASASciFiles – Sonic Boom
video,viii the description that follows is developed:
As part of its K-12 education initiative [purpose],
NASA
[agent]
hired
[occurrence]
ABC
Corporation [agent] as a contractor [relationship]
in 2003 [time] in Greenbelt, Maryland [place] to
create the movie, "Sonic Boom" [target digital
object] and an associated educational web page
[object], which explain sonic booms [concept].
This very concise and targeted outline of
information related to the video provides essential
information about the creation of the object and
highlights significant relationships to other digital
objects (i.e. the associated educational web
page).

Table 1. Nine classes of contextual entities as they relate to a target digital object.
Class
Object

Agent
Occurrence
Purpose

Time

Place
Form of expression
Concept or Abstraction

Relationship

Definition
A bounded discrete entity that can (1) be characterized as having one or more
properties or states, (2) persist across multiple points in time and place, (3) be
uniquely identified, (4) interact with other objects, and (5) be acted upon by an
agent.
An entity that can carry out actions
A characterization, for a given span of times and places, of either (1) the state of
a set of entites or (2) their interaction(s)
Mandate, norms, values, intention, rules, standards, virtues, or functions to
which agents can (1) advance or conform; (2) attempt to advance or conform; (3)
hope to advance or conform; or (4) perceive/expect entities (or sets of entities) to
advance or conform
“A limited stretch or space of continued existence, as the interval between two
successive events or acts, or the period through which an action, condition, or
state continues” (Oxford English Dictionary, 1989)
A designated point or region in space
A particular way of expressing ideas or information
Ideas or other individually/socially recognized “properties or qualities as
distinguished from any particular embodiment of the properties/qualities in a
physical medium” (Standard Upper Merged Ontology)
An association between two or more entities (or classes of entities), which
cannot be reduced to or adequately expressed as a property of the entities (or
classes of entities) themselves
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We note, however, that significant human effort
may be required to create this type of description
for large collections of video. As a part of our
investigations into context, we developed
contextual descriptions for selected videos from
the ACM and NASA collections. From the start,
we had access to a base of structured information
previously developed for the videos and
collections, including basic finding aids – though
with very little or no contextual information for
each of the videos – and the descriptive Dublin
Core-based metadata from the Open Video
records. Therefore, to apply this approach, it was
not necessary to start from scratch. We needed to
identify the information already provided by the
Open Video descriptions, which elements were
not present, any holes in the descriptions, and
also the most salient related works based on the
primary intended purpose of the videos. Once we
obtained this information, it was necessary to
locate the identified related works, refine
descriptions of the related works, and include
these in the data sheet. It is important to note that
identification of the ‘most salient related works’
requires an element of judgment. In the example
presented here, NASA’s educational web pages
were chosen because the primary purpose of

these videos was directly related to NASA’s
educational programming, and because essential
information was provided through the web pages.
As previously mentioned, though we started with
a relatively structured collection from an
authoritative source, this process required
significant
human
effort.
Therefore,
we
recommend that this approach should be reserved
for high-value video collections. We also note
that this structured approach supports future
development of systems to support information
storage and retrieval. During phase two of
VidArch, this approach to context – through video
content analysis – proceeded on an informal
exploratory level. Pre-defined categories were not
used. A coder viewed and analyzed videos to
identify specific examples of content for which
she thought it would be beneficial to provide
context. In the future, it might be valuable to
extend this work both as an independent analysis
of the types of contextual information it would be
useful to collect; and also for comparison with
contextual information actually collected from the
video use environment – as it has been, for
example, in the second phase of the VidArch
project.

Integrating Context into the OAIS Work Flow
Curators of digital video collections must decide
what subset of the total potential documentation
should be reflected in the descriptive and access
tools of the archive. Archival practice indicates
that this documentation, along with the primary
content objects, should be submitted to the
archive as Submission Information Packages (SIPs)
to be ingested for long-term preservation. Not
only the videos, but also the finding aids and
select related resources should be ingested into
the repository following the OAIS model:
Preservation of the isolated primary digital object
is not enough. Contextual information has the
potential to assist future users of archives to
cognitively access the ideas and content
presented in the primary object by providing
background information that situates the primary
object in its use environment. In order to preserve
the associated contextual information, the
elements providing context, and if applicable,
information about their relationship(s) to the
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primary object and each other should also be
ingested into the repository system. For the
example of the NASA video collection, we would
recommend that in addition to the videos, the
following items should also be ingested:
•
•

•
•
•

•

Finding aids
Items explicitly referred to in the finding aids
(e.g. the lesson plans and topical web pages
developed by NASA)
Open Video metadata
Views and surrogates made available by
Open Video
Supporting documents developed for
collection management and processing
activities
Transaction log data.

Additionally, other associated descriptions (e.g.,
those developed internally by NASA), Figure 1
illustrates this recommendation.

VidArch: Preserving Video Objects in Context: Final Report

Figure 1. Work flow for the NASA video collection in Open Video. Solid arrows indicate current information
flows. Dashed arrows identify contextual data we recommend including in SIPs for long‐term
preservation.

VidArch: Phase II
An environmental scan of current conditions of
digital video on the WWW in combination with
extended discussions among the project group
prompted us to redirect the focus of the VidArch
project in terms of the video source. We elected
to move from a focus on online videos in a
specialized digital library environment to one
primarily centered around videos available
through popular, publicly accessible video
services in general, and YouTube in particular. In
order to actualize our redirected goal - to capture
both video content and associated contextual
information from YouTube - it was necessary to
develop a set of tools suited to the task.

Context Miner

Systems and Tools

On initiation, Context Miner sends seed queries
to a publicly available search API. The system
parser then launches two processes: The first
examines each record in the top 100 results set
and extracts metadata to a database record keyed
to the specific video; and the second records
contextual data of each record in the database. A
more detailed description of the processes is
presented with respect to specific test harvests run

Chirag Shah created ContextMiner, TubeKit,
Discover Info, and the DIToolkit as a part of the
VidArch project. Each of these tools is available
under the Creative Commons AttributionNoncommercial-Share Alike 3.0 United States
License. Of these systems, two, ContextMiner and
TubeKit, provided technological capabilities key
to the development of the VidArch Project
research agenda.

Context Miner (http://www.contextminer.org) is a
system that communicates with WWW source
search APIs to manage, collect, and support
evaluation of query-based campaigns for
development of archival collections. Initially,
work with Context Miner focused exclusively on
YouTube-based campaigns. Since its inception,
the depth and capabilities of Context Miner have
been expanded. Web pages (via the Yahoo! API),
Blogs (via Technorati’s API), and Tweets (via the
Twitter API) are all available sources. Figure 2
below illustrates Context Miner Architecture with
YouTube as the source.
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as a part of VidArch in the “Harvest Procedures”
section of this report on page 25.

Figure 2. ContextMiner architecture.
The distinction between metadata and context is
made based on the expected volatility of the
elements over time based on source system
functionality and use/interactivity characteristics.
In the case of YouTube, metadata consists of: the
title, description, username, posted date,
duration, YouTube category/ies, tags, recording
location, crawl date, and surrogate (thumbnail
image). The contextual data consists of: crawl
date, rank in results list, number of views, ratings,
average rating, comments text, number of
comments, links, number of links, number of
‘favorite’ indications, and honors rankings.
Compared to the relatively static metadata
elements, the contextual elements are temporally
volatile – they change markedly over time as a
by-product of system use. For example, elements
such as comments accumulate and are deleted
over time as individuals interact with YouTube by
watching and commenting on videos and also
through monitoring and administrative activities.
In contrast, elements such as title and description
change seldom if ever after the video contributor
originally enters them.

ContextMiner Interfaces: Tour of the
public beta version, April 2009
A version of ContextMiner similar to the one used
in the VidArch Project is available online as a
hosted service at http://www.contextminer.org.
An account is required to specify and execute
campaignsix. After logging in, account holders are
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greeted with their user name and a code that can
be used to download videos to a local client
machines.x The top-level menu includes links to
the Home interface, use instructions (at About
ContextMiner,
Examples),
Research,
and
background information (People, Examples), a set
of Screen Shots, My ContextMiner, which we will
detail below, and a Logout link. Selecting My
ContextMiner from this menu is the first step to
the campaign specification and viewing
interfaces. From here, one has the option to
Create a Campaign, View Campaigns, or edit
profile information in My Profile.
Create a Campaign
The first of two steps towards creating a campaign
includes providing a campaign title and selecting
source descriptions (see Figure 3). At this stage, it
is also possible to enter ‘Optional items’, which
consists of descriptive campaign metadata. The
available fields, inspired by finding aids, appraisal
criteria, and observed system functionality, were
derived from forms developed to evaluate
potential
campaign
filtering
mechanisms,
selection criteria, and collection development
intentions to be expressed a priori.xi These
collecting parameters are presented in Context
Miner primarily for three reasons: (1) As a means
to document collecting parameters; (2) to cue
system users to consider specific aspects of their
collection intentions and query selection; and (3)
to facilitate query refinement and evaluation.
Whether this descriptive campaign information
could be useful in other ways, for example, if
exported for use as a base Finding Aid, or if a
subset of these fields could be used to further
specify query parameters, however, would need
further evaluation. A marked difference between
the information to be provided in this structure
and a finding aid is, of course, that Finding Aids
are created with materials on hand, while the
documentation collected here is expressed prior
to final selection and evaluation of materials.
The second step of campaign creation begins with
entering parameters for the sources, which vary
based on the sources selected. Across source
types, users must input one or more query terms,
and may select the maximum number of results
(the query threshold) that should be retrieved on
each execution of their query (e.g. selecting the
default ‘100’ will yield up to 100 results for each
execution of the query). Previously entered
queries, if any, are displayed below the query
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term entry box. If the source YouTube was
selected in the first step of creating a campaign,
selection form elements for Sorting Criterion
(Relevance, Published, View count, or Rating);
Posted data range; and View count range (with
‘any’ or minimum and maximum values) are also
displayed.
The second step of campaign creation continues
with input fields for selection parameters used to
indicate the periodicity of content collection by
type (see Figure 4). Here, it is possible to specify
whether specific types of information such as
Title, Description, Video page URL, Number of
views, Number of comments, etc.xii should be
collected never, once, or every time a query
operation is executed. Additionally, users may
select whether to collect in-links to YouTube
videos by crawling the web; and indicate how
often query and collection processes should run.
It is possible to specify the collection periodicity
based on the previously identified once/every
time specifications such that (a) queries and crawl
‘once’ items, (b) contextual information (‘every
time’ items), and (c) YouTube video in-links via a

web crawl, are collected every day, once a week
(on specified day of week), or once a month (on a
specified date). Default values for (a) and (b) are
‘every day’, and for (c), once a week on
Saturdays.
Viewing Campaigns
An overview of campaigns and results is available
from the ‘View Campaigns’ display (see Figure 5
below). Here, each campaign associated with the
user account is displayed with the following
information: Title, Date Created, Collection (a
summary of materials collected to date), Status,
Last Export, and Manipulate (which contains links
to: (1) the campaign Description, (2) Parameters,
and Queries). Drop down menus available on this
screen allow the user to pause, start/resume,
delete, and export campaign results on a per
campaign basis (the user selects the campaigns
s/he wishes to perform these actions on). A list of
results by source (e.g. YouTube, Blogs, Tweets) is
available by navigating through the source links
in the ‘Collection’ cell. An example results list,
with the top entry expanded to show and allow
viewing of the YouTube video, is shown in Figure
6.

Figure 3. ContextMiner: Entering campaign descriptions.
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Figure 4. ContextMiner: Query entry, data element selection and frequency of collection.

The results list can be sorted by Title, Query,
Category, Duration, or Date selecting the column
headings. As Figure 6 illustrates, associated
metadataxiii is displayed in this view. The first two
columns in the results list view are included to
assist results evaluation by allowing the user to
select entries and enter relevance judgments for
each. The ability to view the video and review
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metadata here, and view contextual information
through the linked ‘Full Record’ display (see
Figure 8) are intended to facilitate review and
evaluation of results. The Full Record display
(Figure 7) includes both the metadata displayed in
the results list (Figure 6) and also contextual
information that by default is gathered each
crawl.

VidArch: Preserving Video Objects in Context: Final Report

Figure 5. ContextMiner: One entry from the top‐level 'View Campaigns' display.

Figure 6. ContextMiner: List results by source (YouTube).
This contextual information includes the number
of Views, number of Ratings, Average Rating,
number of Comments, and the number of times
favorited. In the Karajan – Beethoven Symphony
No. 7 example presented here, the values for this
contextual information changed dramatically
from the time of the first crawl (October 23, 2008)
to the most recent at the time of writing this report
(April 24, 2009). Views increased from 1,396,106
in October to 2,323,577 in April; Ratings from
2,694 to 4,204; Comments from 1,529 to 2,480;
and times Favorited from 5,786 to 9,050. In this

example, the Average Rating stayed constant
(4.88 out of 5.00).
The final display interface we present here is the
‘In-links’ display (see Figure 8), which is
generated from a query to the Yahoo! Search API
using the URL for the YouTube video display. The
left hand columns in this display include facilities
for relevance judgments for in-linked entries in
the same manner that the ‘List Results by Source’
page included these for videos. A link to the inlinked web page is provided via the text in the
Page column.
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Figure 7. ContextMiner: Full record display.

Figure 8. ContextMiner: In‐links display.

ContextMiner Development
The design and development of ContextMiner
was informed by two user studies as well as
ongoing discussion within the project group and
evaluation of available source materials and
resource APIs.
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Informal Interactive User Interface
Assessment
The first of the studies, an informal user study,
served as a probe to test the face validity of a
prototypical iteration of the ContextMiner
interface that included a dramatic increase in the
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number of options available to users to fine-tune
data collection parameters and view summaries
of collected information. This prototype version of
ContextMiner queried Open Video, the Prelinger
Archive hosted at the Internet Archive, and
YouTube; and looked very different from the
current version of ContextMiner (see Figures 9
and 10).

Figure 10. ContextMiner interface prototype:
Metadata selection.

Figure 9. ContextMiner interface prototype:
Search panel.
The interface presenting a composite view of the
search results by source (Figure 9) included four
tabs to toggle between the search query / source
selection input view; and composite results views
by source: Open Video, Prelinger, and YouTube.
The amount of information available at the item
level through the curator’s interface was
maximized based on the design decision to
provide the curator with as much information as
possible relating to a given object in one place. In
this way, a curator would be able to assess the
suitability of a single object and each element of
data collected in the query process. A vertically
bi-folded view was presented to the user such that
collected information, including a still from the
video, was viewable on the left half of the
interface (Figure 10).
The user would then be able to select metadata
and contextual information from the left panel to
populate fields presented in a form view in the
right panel. Additionally, tabs at the top allowed
the user to toggle between sources. The form
fields in the right panel were generic, formulated
as a stand-in for what might be expected from a
host institution’s local content management
system.

Participants in the user inspection were each
given a unique username and password and their
activities were logged once they entered the site.
Participants were asked to do the following
activities: (1) Read study instructions; (2) watch a
short tutorial; (3) log in to the system; (4) collect a
small set of records for topics 1 (Hubble space
telescope) and 2 (postwar German industrial
reconstruction); and (5) fill in the feedback form.
A brief analysis revealed that the average user
rating for system speed, including search and
automatic metadata extraction were high (4.45
and 4.54 on a 5-point rating scale, respectively);
while interface ease of use was rated less
favorable (average of 2.73). Overall, subjects
were not confident of their knowledge of the
topics to be searched (1.72 and 2.00 respectively,
with 1 = “no knowledge and 5 = “expert”). We
noted that this aspect of the respondent profile
differs from the expected target user of
ContextMiner in an archives setting.
Responses to other questions indicated that
respondents liked the ability to search across
different sources simultaneously but that they also
wanted tighter integration of results across
resources. Additionally, respondents indicated
that they wanted and expected field labels
consistent with archival terms that could be
directly mapped to fields in content management
systems with which they were familiar.
Respondents also suggested work for future
development, including the ability to review and
edit selected data, and to save and work with
queries. Additionally, one respondent suggested
overall workflow improvements.
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Cognitive Walkthroughs with Advisory
Board Experts
An Archival Advisory Board was formed in 2008
to provide advice on our work, especially in
relation to development of tools designed to help
curators define and assess content that is
automatically harvested from sources such as
YouTube. We were able to engage four of the
fivexiv Board members in May 2008 for a
walkthrough of the ContextMiner system from
creating a campaign to reviewing results and
viewing user profile information. We recorded
their reflections, questions, and suggestions for
improvement during the sessions. At this time, the
ContextMiner system was at an intermediate
period in its development to the current system,
and there was not public system available at that
time.
In particular, Board members were very interested
in the in-Links functionality, which serves to
bridges YouTube video result entries with the
larger dialogue about the videos or related topics
through a web search. At the time of the
walkthroughs, this functionality was not yet
available in CM, though a placeholder for the link
had been added to the video item display page.
Another issue that was raised during these
sessions was the ability to have multiple logins
that would be able to view one set of campaigns
and the ability to have administrative control over
access privileges at relatively fine-grained levels.
This functionality has not been implemented to
date, but might be one to consider if
ContextMiner is used in larger-scale production
environments.
Two
participants
in
the
walkthroughs also requested we generate
campaigns for them based on query terms they
provided.
Continued development of ContextMiner
In July 2008, a hosted public beta version of
Context Miner that allows the public to create
accounts and run crawls similar to those executed
as a part of the VidArch project. The system has
been welcomed with a level of critical acclaim by
a growing body of groups and individuals who
would like to use the system to accomplish a
variety of different tasks. At the time of writing
this, nearly 200 accounts have been set up to use
ContextMiner. Users have created more than 300
campaigns with more than 600 queries, and have
collected millions of objects (YouTube videos,
blogs) and related contextual information.
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ContextMiner is also in use by several members
of the National Digital Information Infrastructure
Preservation Program (NDIIPP). We encourage
teachers and others who wish to harvest content
on specific topics to explore ContextMiner.
In response to interest expressed by current and
potential users, capabilities intended to facilitate
broader use of Context Miner across diverse
environments and user audiences have been –and
will continue to be– added. Among other
developments, Context Miner is now able to
facilitate downloads of YouTube videos to client
machines and export collected campaign data in
XML format. Additionally, further development is
underway to provide access to more sources and
tools for information exploration. News about the
latest ContextMiner updates and functionalities
are available at http://www.contextminer.org.

TubeKit
TubeKit ((http://www.tubekit.org) is a toolkit for
creating YouTube crawlers using a set of seed
queries. Up to 24 different data element types can
be collected from YouTube via TubeKit. TubeKit
assists with the crawler-building process from the
point of database creation through providing
access to collected data via browsing and
searching interfaces. While TubeKit stands as a
unique product on its own, components from
TubeKit are integrated into ContextMiner.

DiscoverInfo
DiscoverInfo is a tool that facilitates exploration
of document collections by search via an
interface that resembles a typical search engine.
Novel
visualization
schemas,
including
browsable term clouds, support new information
discovery. More information about is available at:
(http://idl.ils.unc.edu/~chirag/DiscoverInfo/)

DIToolKit
The DIToolKit supports the development of
interfaces such as those featured in DiscoverInfo.
With DIToolKit, it is possible to point to and
crawl a WWW web site; index text, html, and
PDF documents; and provide search and browse
functionality to users that include relevance
ranking and a novelty grid. For more information
about
the
DIToolKit
see:
(http://idl.ils.unc.edu/~chirag/DIToolkit/).
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VidArch Exchange
The VidArch Exchange was conceptualized as a
possible evolution of the finding aid from a static
document to a structured, registry-type entity that
would both collocate technical data for video
encodings, metadata, and file formats; and also
support dialogue among the digital video curation
community. Two prototypes of the Exchange
were developed: The first, implemented as a blog,
allowed us to examine the content types,
descriptive metadata for content types, and
linking structures that might be used in a more
robust
prototype.
The
second
version
(http://www.ibiblio.org/vidarch/exchange/)
was
developed on the Drupal platform, which
enabled us a greater degree of latitude with the
link and display structure.
The idea behind the Exchange has been to bring
together digital video discussion and resources to
support the growth and dissemination of digital

video curation knowledge, methods, and
techniques for evaluating, selecting, configuring,
and integrating the building blocks of digital
video curation. Exchange resources are organized
into seven broad content types: Organizations;
Projects and Programs; Metadata; Tools and
Applications; File Formats; Collections; and
Publications. Table 2 below outlines these major
content types. See Appendix C for a more
detailed overview of the content types and
description formats.
An important design requirement for the
Exchange was to enable users to contribute based
on a community model: Accordingly, Individuals
who create accounts may post any of the content
types; communicate via forums, a message board,
and contributed stories and comments on content
entries. Anonymous users may make moderated
comments, including responses to forum posts.

Table 2. VidArch Exchange: Content types and descriptions.
Content Type
Organizations
Projects & Programs

Metadata
Tools & Applications
File Formats
Collections
Bibliographic References

Description
Bounded groups, such as working or project groups, institutions, coalitions,
consortia, etc.
Bounded research projects or programs, most often ones that investigate or are
otherwise closely associated with aspects of digital video curation. Project and
program entries differ from organization entries in that they focus on the specific
set of activities/objectives a project and program team members convene to
perform.
Top‐level metadata schema and vocabulary descriptions.
Top‐level descriptions of video‐related tools and applications, including hosted
online services.
Machine‐readable file format used to encode a digital object.
Online digital video collections. They may contain other types of material as
well, but their primary content type is digital video presented on the WWW.
Publication and presentation citations related to digital video curation.

VidArch Exchange: Interface
The basic layout of the VidArch Exchange in
viewing (as opposed to editing / contributing)
mode is displayed in Figure 11 below. Across the
top of the page are links for the home page
(‘VidArch Exchange’), and major content types.
Clicking a content type –with the exception of
Publications- produces an alphabetical listing of
content of that type. The display list for
Publications is in reverse chronological order.
The box on the upper left displays links to
account information, all recent posts, content

creation, a user list, and to log out. The box
directly below is one of four content boxes on
present on this page to bring recent content to the
attention of users. This box includes new
publications – as determined by publication date.
On the far right hand side of the page is a series
of boxes: First, the site search box, and below
that, the other three recent content boxes: Active
forum topics, Recent comments, and Recently
added, which displays recent additions to the
content types displayed at the top of the page. In
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the center of this page are select recent content
entries of different types. This center space of the
VidArch Exchange home page offers opportunities
for further development, which is expected to
take place either directly under the Digital
Curation Exchange or by configuring the VidArch
Exchange as the DCE Video Archiving subcommunity gateway. In particular, articles or
posts about specific aspects of digital video
preservation, and other content developed with
the aim of engaging and promoting thoughtful
exchange of ideas and information among users
are under consideration.
Experience gained through developing the
VidArch Exchange led us to consider two
potentially
important
options
for
future
development: (1) population of certain types of
content (e.g. file formats and metadata
information) from authoritative resources that
specialize in these content types; and (2)

expanding the scope of the exchange – or ‘town
center’ – site in order to have the potential to
draw community participants from a larger
population base and encourage exchange of ideas
across a wider set of topics. At the time of this
writing, both options are being explored in the
context of the Digital Curation Exchange (DCE
http://digitalcurationexchange.org/). The VidArch
Exchange is a precursor site to the DCE site –
though how VidArch content will be integrated
under the DCE is unclear at the time of this
writing. Three potential options are to: (1) directly
transfer content to the DCE; (2) treat a DCEbranded Video Archiving sub-site as a topical
community of interest within the DCE; or (3)
develop the VidArch Exchange into an interactive
newsletter or magazine that focuses on video
archiving and also catalogues video resource
descriptions.

Figure 11. VidArch Exchange: Home page for logged‐in member.
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Campaigns: Identification of Content for Potential Accession
Currently, the most prevalent method for
capturing web content for archival collections
relies on web crawling tools that use specified
starting points (seeds) and then traverse links
between web resources and capture the
resources. An alternative approach to discovering
and capturing content and contextual information
is to pose specific text-string queries to the search
engine of a resource site or a general search
service and then copy content and/or related
metadata based on the query results set. This
process can be augmented by crawling links to a
selected depth from identified target resources.
The query-based approach is dependent on
parameters of the search engine and resource site
such as whether all content is indexed, the
ranking algorithm of the search engine, and API
use limitations, such as limits on the number of
results that can be retrieved, as well as selection
of appropriate query terms.
Beginning in May 2007, we began running daily
queries on YouTube to capture videos and related
objects on a set of test topics. We describe this
process of identifying videos for potential
accession into an archive as a “campaign”. Six
topics that vary in levels of granularity as well as

spatial and temporal dimensions (see Table 3
below) were selected: The 2008 U.S. Presidential
Election; natural disasters; pandemics and
epidemics; diabetes; truth commissions; and
energy. The collection goal was not to try to
interpret the topics, but to provide a contextually
rich corpus for future historians to interpret.

Query Formulation
A different member of the Project Team selected
query terms for each topic. There were
commonalities and differences in query term
selection strategies used by each member.
Common to all was a process of performing at
least preliminary research on the topic and testing
potential query terms. Each member went through
an iterative process of testing and refining query
terms as least on YouTube, and some on other
video search services as well (e.g., Google
Videoxv). Differing strategies included: Consulting
with subject area experts (e.g. news librarians for
the Natural Disasters topicxvi); and intentional
selection of very general as well as specific terms
(e.g., selection of the general terms “epidemic”
and “pandemic” and the specific terms “SARS”
and “Avian flu” for the Epidemics topic). For a
complete list of queries by topic, see Appendix A.

Table 3. Overview of Campaign topics, query sets, and videos harvested (May 2007 – December 2008).
Topics
Title

Spatial‐Temporal
boundaries

Query Terms
#

Videos Harvested

Terms (in addition Term
# Contri‐ # Total
to topic words)
Granularity
butors

# % Disap‐
Unique peared

US Presidential Relatively defined time
Election 2008 span; definite end date.

56 Candidate names

Fine to very
fine

8190

27,355

24,585

25%

Energy

None.

39,174

12,339

24%

Ongoing, intermittent
events; geographical
xvii
limits may apply.
None

Course to
Medium
Course and
fine

5706

Pandemics &
epidemics

48 Energy types,
related phrases
5 Avian Flu, SARS

1039

1,936

1,755

19%

14 Related conditions

Medium

868

11,499

1,919

20%

18 Disaster types

Course to
medium

6584

16,456

10,943

23%

4 Truth and
reconciliation

Medium

275

1720

590

22%

Diabetes
Natural
xviii
disasters

Truth
commissions

Primary: Ongoing,
intermittent.
Secondary: Recovery
activities may last years.
Not predicted; location‐
specific.
Location‐specific; last
years.
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Project members periodically reviewed results
related to the queries they developed. Doing so
enabled members to gain familiarity with
identified materials and led to interesting
discussions regarding the peculiarities of results
for specific terms. Several people offered
preliminary
anecdotal
reports
of
their
observations, such as that music-related content
introduced a lot of noise in their results and that
the results generated from these queries could
potentially be more tailored to their intended
results with the use of filters such as one based on
YouTube categories to exclude music videos.

Harvest Procedure
Note: This Section (Harvest Procedure,
p. 23) draws liberally, and in some cases
verbatim, from the publication listed
below. Please refer to and cite materials
at the original point of publication.
Marchionini, G., Shah, C., Lee, C.A., & Capra,
R. (2009). Query parameters for harvesting
digital
video
and
associated
contxtual
information. Paper presented at the IEEE ACM
Joint Conference on Digital Libraries (JCDL).
Austin, TX, June 15-19, 2009.

From May 2007 to December 2008, 145 queries
were issued to the YouTube search API via
ContextMiner almost every day.xix Multi-term
queries were issued as both word strings, and
phrases using quotation syntax (e.g. “Avian flu”)
for all queries with the exception of those
associated with the U.S. Presidential election, for
which no queries were issued using quotation
marks.
For each query, the top 100 results based on the
YouTube relevance ranking were identified via
two YouTube API calls: One that returns the first
50 results; and one that returns the second 50.
These results are then combined into a “top 100”
list of videos for that query and that crawl event.
This list is stored in temporary storage. Once all
queries have been run on a given day, a second
process compares the results list to previous
entries for each <query, videoxx> pair in the
associated ContextMiner database to determine
which of the results are newly identified videos
for a given query, and which had been identified
previously. For newly identified videos, the video
in flashvideo format (.flv),xxi and associated
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metadata (title, tags, contributor handle, YouTube
category) are extracted and saved to a database.
Additionally, two types of information are
recorded for all videos: (1) social and temporal
context indicators, including the current total
number of views, comments, and ratings are
identified and recorded; and (2) query-related
result parameters (query yielding results, rank in
results set, query date) are recorded. If a video
had previously appeared in the days top 100 list,
but is not in the top 100 list of the current crawl,
a rank of 0 (zero) is assigned to that video for the
given query and crawl. Thus, for many of the
videos in our collection, we do not know its
absolute rank for every crawl. For example, if we
have collected 2500 videos for the query “Barack
Obama”, on any given query instance we will
only have rank data for 100 of them (the top 100).
In order to identify the total number of unique
videos collected by topic, and, inversely, multiple
instances of a video across result sets for multiple
query terms within campaigns, several unique
entry comparisons based on YouTube unique
video identifiers were run across combined query
result sets. Specific notable comparisons are
highlighted in the results section. We note that
this process does not compare actual videos
(identical videos may be uploaded by different
contributors), but it does yield unique video sets
(video plus associated metadata and context
indicators). The number of unique contributors by
topic was found by comparing user names for
uniqueness within each topic. We also
determined which of the videos were no longer
available as of December 2008.

Harvest Results
NOTE: This Section (Harvest Results, pp.
23 -30) draws liberally, and in some
cases verbatim, from the publication
listed below. Please refer to and cite
materials at the original point of
publication.
Marchionini, G., Shah, C., Lee, C.A., & Capra,
R. (2009). Query parameters for harvesting
digital video and associated contxtual
information. Paper presented at the IEEE
ACM Joint Conference on Digital Libraries
(JCDL). Austin, TX, June 15-19, 2009.
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In total, 98,140 videos posted by 22,662 unique
contributors (by topic) were harvested over the
20-month period (May 2007 to December 2008).
Of these, 52,131 were determined to be unique
videos based on topic. Results for total videos,
unique videos, and unique contributors are listed
by topic in Table 3 above.

each of the six campaigns along with the
frequency counts for each term.xxii Terms that do
not match a submitted query are in bold italics.
We observed the typical long-tailed distribution
of terms used in the larger result sets that include
all tags associated with the topical video sets. The
total number of tags and unique tags for each
topic is also presented in the table. Comparison of
these figures across topics yields an indication of
the relative diversity of tags by topic. The ratios of
unique tags to total tags were relatively low for
the election and energy topics (7% and 8%
unique tags respectively), whereas there are larger
overlaps for other topics (epidemics: 35%;
diabetes: 18%; disasters: 17%; and truth
commissions: 24%). Note that topics with a
greater percent overlap have tag sets have a fewer
total number of unique tags.

Queries
To evaluate query term selection, we compared
the frequency of all tags by topic to the frequency
of our search terms in tags. We note that this does
not correspond precisely to the basis of search
results, but if the tags contributors chose for the
videos are considered to have been potential
query term choices, this can be viewed as a
reasonable estimate of the efficacy of query term
selection for the videos that we harvested. Table 4
shows the 20 most frequently occurring terms for

Table 4. Tag distributions by campaign. Tags not submitted as queries in bold italics.
Rank Election

Freq Energy

Freq Epidemics Freq Diabetes

Freq Disasters

Freq Truth Comm Freq

2008
obama
election
president
john

6374
5723
4783
4243
3961

energy
power
green
solar
nuclear

6267
3271
2118
1609
1398

Sars
Flu
pandemic
Avian
epidemic

427
288
262
231
220

diabetes
health
type
heart
disease

1546 tornado
608 storm
407 volcano
361 the
306 hurricane

1242
1099
852
846
842

6
7
8
9
10

barack
mccain
clinton
paul
ron

3755
3395
3205
3030
2862

oil
gas
renewable
wind
hydrogen

1278
1234
1213
1201
1086

Sar
Bird
The
Of
influenza

208
142
92
88
79

diet
blood
sugar
insulin
weight

291
276
247
219
216

flood
earthquake
tornadoes
cyclone
video

11
12
13
14
15

presidential
hillary
republican
iraq
news

2764
2686
2141
2091
1930

environment 1086 Health
alternative 1072 World
fuel
1071 Music
science
956 2008
global
875 h5n1

77
74
71
69
65

obesity
nutrition
medicine
cholesterol
loss

204
201
193
171
168

16
17
18
19
20

politics
campaign
bush
debate
edwards

1856
1793
1674
1668
1638

water
the
warming
free
electric

60
59
58
54
53

food
cancer
cure
diabetic
stroke

167
163
156
133
130

TAGS

1
2
3
4
5

Unique
Total

781
776
748
669
668

Virus
disease
Now
s.a.r.s.
Van

truth
reconciliation
commission
halo
and

387
171
170
162
151

740
690
626
610
607

11‐Sep
911
bush
combat
evolved

112
88
82
70
63

volcanoes
damage
typhoon
wildfire
weather

578
567
554
547
526

war
of
conspiracy
the
this

53
53
49
46
42

avalanche
landslide
music
wildfires
of

485
480
471
445
445

providence
master
chief
game
video

42
35
35
34
33

19228

10347

5527

4034

15698

1623

264811

135135

15922

22635

95047

6700

Query Term Overlaps
Considerable overlap was observed in the four
campaigns (Energy, Diabetes, Natural Disasters,

and Truth commissions) for which query terms
were submitted both as a string of words and as a
phrase in quotes. The Epidemics and Pandemics
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campaign was an exception to this trend, though
we note it contained only one multi-word query
phrase (“Avian flu”). None of the Presidential
Election campaign queries was submitted as a
phrase in quotation syntax. This campaign did,
however, include several very similar general
queries that had a high number of overlaps: US
election 2008 and United States election yielded
577 overlaps; and US election 2008 and
presidential election 2008 yielded 455 overlaps.
Between pairs of candidate names, there were
fewer overlaps overall. The highest number
between sets of candidate queries was found
between Ron Paul and Kat Swift (171 overlaps).

Churn: Query Effects Over Time
Another way to look at the effects of queries on
harvesting results is to consider the number of
unique videos yielded over time. If a query
retrieves 100 unique videos each day in the top
100 results, then the topic activity is very high
and changing rapidly (high churn). If the same
100 videos are in the top 100 each day, then the
topic is more stable and much less dynamic. To
represent churn in our data, we compute an
idealized statistic by dividing the number of
unique videos found over the 20-months for each
topic by the maximum number of videos that
possibly could have been retrieved if each query
variation had yielded 100 unique videos each
time queries were submitted. Thus for the 56
election queries, we assume a denominator of (56
queries)*(100 results)*(600 days)=3,360,000. The
total number of unique queries for the Election
campaign was 24,585. Therefore, we find a churn
index of 24585/3360000=0.0073.
As indicated by the overlap analysis, use of very
similar query terms, especially multi-term queries
submitted both with and without quotes,
introduced considerable redundancy in the data.
To minimize the effects of very similar query
terms on churn calculation, we consider only the
multi-term queries submitted without quotes to
calculate both the maximum possible number of
unique videos (the denominator) and also the
number of unique video results. For example,
harvesting for the topic diabetes used 14 query
variants (diabetes, type 1 diabetes, “type 1
diabetes,” type 2 diabetes, “type 2 diabetes,”
gestational diabetes, “gestational diabetes,” prediabetes,
diabetes
cholesterol,
“diabetes
cholesterol”, diabetes heart disease, “diabetes
heart disease,” diabetes stroke, and “diabetes
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stroke”), but for computing the churn, we only
use the 8 query variants without quotation marks.
Table 5 displays the churn index for the six topics
and the number of videos per unique query over
the length of the campaign.
Table 5. Topic‐query churn effects.
Topic
Elections
Energy
Epidemics
Diabetes
Disasters
Truth Comm

Unique
Queries
56
27
4
8
15
2

Churn
Index
0.0070
0.0043
0.0059
0.0023
0.0101
0.0025

Videos /
Query
439.0
457.0
438.8
239.9
729.5
295.0

The results of our queries related to disasters
show considerable variability over time. Results
of our queries related to Diabetes and Truth
Commissions seem more stable: The top videos
tend to remain consistent at almost three times
the rate of the results from our disaster queries.

Queries Over Time and Ranking Effects
The threshold for the number of results collected
for each crawl strongly influences the total
number of items harvested. Our threshold was
100 results per query per crawl for all queries.
Because we also recorded the rank for each result
item, we are able to estimate the effects of
harvesting with lower thresholds. Note that we do
not get a rank for every video each day because
we do not retrieve ranks for items on days when
they are not among the top 100 results for a
query. Therefore, we have rank values for each
video at least once, and often many times, which
allows reasonable estimates over the large
number of days (600) and videos harvested.
In the section that follows, we consider rankings
over time. Before doing so, however, it is
important to note that due to the way the rank
data was collected, it contains some gaps and
anomalies. These limitations are described below.
Gaps / No rank data – In our data set, we have
observed strange situations in which a video will
go from being highly ranked to having a zero rank
and then resume its highly ranked position. An
understandable situation would be for a video to
gradually become less popular (rank gradually
moves toward 100), then fall out of the top 100
(rank = 0), and then re-enter the top 100 at a low
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rank (e.g. rank = 95). But what we have
occasionally observed are videos that suddenly
drop from rank 5 to rank 0 (i.e., not in top 100)
and then go back to rank 5. Our suspicion is that
the ‘jump’ to rank 0 represents a period of time
when we stopped getting data about this video.
We have not been able to positively identify the
source of these apparent gaps in data collection,
but suspect that it could be that our crawlers were
blocked or experienced network problems on
those days; or perhaps our scripts experienced
problems. Regardless of the cause, these jumps to
zero represent one source of noise in our data.
Anomalous rank data – Because we request the
top 100 videos for each query, the recorded ranks
should be integers from 1 to 100. However,
during roughly the first year of our data
collection, we occasionally recorded some ranks
greater than 100. Overall, from May 2007 to May
2008, approximately 1.5% of the ranks we
recorded were greater than 100. In May 2008, we
made changes to our crawlers to update them to
work with different YouTube APIs. After this
change, all recorded rank data falls below 100.
Because of this, there is additional noise present
in the rank data prior to May 2008 that does not
appear to be present in the later data.

the rank of this video over time. For the majority
of the time, this video was in the top 10 for the
query “Barack Obama”. At several points, it fell
below the top 10, with some spikes down to the
60s and one spike to over 100. At several points,
the rank dropped from around 5 to 0 (i.e. not
rated) for a period but then resumed at 5.

Figure 12. Ranks over time for one highly ranked
video for the ‘Barack Obama’ query.

Black box ranking algorithm – In addition to the
issues outlined above, we do not fully understand
the YouTube ranking algorithm and have
observed some apparent ranking anomalies (e.g.,
it is impossible to say whether the ranking for a
specific video changes based on usage popularity,
the distribution of recent queries as they match or
relate to static metadata associated with the
video, or a combination of these and/or other
factors).

Three Approaches to Rank Over Time
Below, we consider rankings over time in three
ways: (1) for two specific videos; (2) for specific
election 2008 queries; and (3) for topical
campaigns overall. Given the limitations
discussed in the preceding paragraphs, we
present rank data as a way to describe challenges
in collecting such data as well as to make general
observations about apparent trends.
Ranking data: Two specific <query, video> pairs
The first example is a video that was highly
ranked for the ‘Barack Obama’ query for almost
the entire 20-months of tracking. Figure 12 shows

Figure 13. Rank over time of one highly ranked
video from the Truth Commissions
campaign.
Rank threshold effects for specific queries
Figures 14-16 show the number of unique videos
retrieved by three different queries for the topic of
the 2008 Presidential Election over the 20-month
data collection period. Note the previous section
describes important rank data set limitations that
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are important to understand when interpreting
these graphs.

Aug '08

Nov '08

May '08

Feb '08

Nov '07

Aug '07

May '07

700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0

Figure 14. Unique videos ranked for 'Election
2008' query (May 2007 ‐ Dec 2008) for top
10, 20, 50, and 100 thresholds.

exactly doubles the number of videos; a threshold
of 100 yields 4.7 times as many videos. In the
case of the specific but very popular query
“Barack Obama” (Figure 15), there is a 41%
increase for a threshold of 20 compared to a
threshold of 10; and 3.6 times as many videos for
a setting of 100. For a specific and less popular
topic (Kat Smith), there is a 64% increase from 10
to 20 and 2.8 times as many videos for a
threshold of 100 (Figure 16). These charts also
show different kinds of inflections in cumulative
growth over time. The two queries with large
numbers of results are more continuous than the
Kat Smith query, which shows significant jumps
just before the primary elections began in early
2008 and again just before the election.
Rank threshold effects for topics

800
600

Rank<=10

400

Rank<=20

200

Rank<=50

Aug '08

Nov '08

May '08

Feb '08

Nov '07

Aug '07

May '07

0

Rank<=100

Figure 15. Unique videos ranked for 'Barack
Obama' query (May 2007 ‐ Dec 2008) for
top 10, 20, 50, and 100 thresholds.

The number of videos collected across all queries
within each of the five non-election topics is
presented in Figures 17-21. This data provides a
view of the effects of threshold settings for multiquery topics.
These charts show that for highly general topics
with large numbers of videos retrieved, the
differences between threshold values is fairly
constant over time. In contrast, the differences
between low and high threshold settings can be
quite large in the case of very specific topics for
which an overall lower number of videos was
retrieved

160

Figure 16. Unique videos ranked for ‘Kat Smith’
query (May 2007 – Dec 2008) for top 10,
20, 50, and 100 thresholds.
The trends displayed in the charts show that
raising the result set threshold for a given query
eventually results in diminishing returns. For the
general ‘Election 2008’ query (Figure 14),
harvesting the top 20 rather than the top 10
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Rank<=10
Rank<=20

Dec '08

Sep '08

June '08

Mar '08

Rank<=50

Dec '07

Nov '08

Aug '08

May '08

Rank<=100

Feb '08

0
Nov '07

Rank<=50

Aug '07

Rank<=20

40
May '07

80

35000
30000
25000
20000
15000
10000
5000
0

Sep '07

Rank<=10

June '07

120

Rank<=100

Figure 17. Videos ranked for all Energy queries
(May 2007 ‐ Dec 2008) for top 10, 20, 50
and 100 thresholds.
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Figure 20. Videos ranked for all Natural Disaster
queries (May 2007 ‐ Dec 2008) for top 10,
20, 50, and 100 thresholds.
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Figure 18. Videos ranked for all Epidemic queries
(May 2007 ‐ Dec 2008) for top 10, 20, 50,
and 100 thresholds.
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Figure 19. Videos ranked for all Diabetes queries
(May 2007 ‐ Dec 2008) for top 10, 20, 50,
and 100 thresholds.

Figure 21. videos ranked for all Truth Commission
queries (May 2007 ‐ Dec 2008) for the top
10, 20, 50, and 100 thresholds.

These different topical graphs show unique
cumulative inflection points. For example, Figure
19 shows a large jump in the April 2008 rankings
for the diabetes campaign. Looking more closely
at the data, we see that the largest increases for
the topic came from the ‘gestational diabetes’
queries and are likely a result of the news on
March 28 that Angelina Jolie was reported to
have gestational diabetes. It is interesting that this
effect was much larger than the increased activity
generated by the two major diabetes studies
released on mid February 2008.

Contributor Patterns and Stop Source
Lists

Clearly, harvesting campaigns will be strongly
affected by popular events and curators would be
well served by making adjustments in their
strategies in response to such events. Early in our
project we hoped we might be able not only to
detect such patterns post hoc but also to predict
some (e.g., activity after presidential debates or
primaries that might lead to significant campaign
changes). However, the data is quite noisy and
more sophisticated filtering strategies will be
needed to detect other than quite gross changes.

Curators who aim to harvest video content from
environments such as YouTube should also
consider the sources of content. An experienced
curator will often know the most likely creators or
distributors of related materials and can make
targeted requests to those sources. When
harvesting from more general sources such as
YouTube, curators must develop more nuanced
filtering and targeting strategies to save time and
effort when reviewing the harvested materials for
potential ingest into an archive. Thus, another
thread of work in this project was to investigate
contributor patterns.
In addition to targeting specific sources for
specific queries (e.g., the Library of Congress
strategy of harvesting 2008 presidential election
videos from the candidates’ official campaign
offices), we expect that curators will want to
develop ‘stop source lists’ (akin to stop word lists
for text retrieval) that limit the videos that are
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harvested
from
specific
primary
use
environments. These lists can be established
either a priori based on knowledge about the
topic and key sources, or a posteriori as data
collection progresses. A priori, it is less clear what
decisions should be made about inclusion or
exclusion. For a collecting campaign related to
epidemics, it is perhaps obvious to exclude
videos from a music group named ‘Epidemic” or
the song titled “Epidemic” by the group Slayer.
However, decisions about popular news or
topically pertinent sources are more dependent
on collecting goals and available resources. For
example, when building collections related to
energy policy, one repository might already have
a mechanism in place for obtaining materials
from the U.S. Department of Energy, and might,
therefore, wish to filter any DOE videos out of
their collections from YouTube; whereas another
repository without an established pipeline for
receiving DOE materials might wish to directly
target DOE videos for collection from YouTube.
Filters and targets should often be adjusted, based
on data from the results of queries over time. In
this section, we present data about the
contributors of the videos we harvested.
There were more than 20,000 contributors for the
more than 50,000 unique videos in our

collection.xxiii Not surprisingly, these contribution
patterns show long-tail distribution patterns
overall with a very small number of contributors
(sources) providing multiple videos and most
contributors providing a single video. For
example, of the 5,706 contributors in the energy
campaign data, 2,502 (44%) contributed exactly
one video.
To further investigate the data we conducted a
search in YouTube for each unique contributor to
determine how many videos each source
provided overall. These 20,000 contributors
contributed more than 2.7 million videos to
YouTube. This indicates that on average, a
contributor in our list posted 135 videos to
YouTube. Given this base, we compare patterns
within different topics. An average contributor
from the election topic campaign posted only 94
videos on YouTube. Thus, these contributors’
activity on other YouTube topics was low
compared to the average contributor in our entire
data set. However, these contributors had the
highest number of topic-related videos per
contributor (more than 3 each). This shows that
active contributors to the election topic were not
particularly active contributors to YouTube in
general. We can call these contributors “election
mavens”.

Table 6. YouTube videos: Contributor patterns.
Topic

#
Contributors

# Videos

Range

Local

YT

Local

YT

Most Frequent

Elections
Energy

8190
5706

23524
35002

771022
776997

1‐‐645
1‐‐1099

1‐‐49034
1‐‐137969

TourFactory (1 local)
expertvillage (19 local)

Epidemics
Diabetes
Disasters

1039
868
6584

1698
7367
13550

122697
266402
814888

1‐‐50
1‐‐580
1‐‐195

1‐‐13811
1‐‐137969
1‐‐137969

CBS (2 local)
expertvillage (535 local)
expertvillage (2 local)

Truth Com

275

923

40592

1‐‐48

1‐‐6815

AlJazeeraEnglish (28 local)

Table 6 displays the number of contributors for
each topic and the number of videos we
harvested for those topics. Column three (local)
reports the number of contributors in our
collection. Column four presents the number of
videos contributed to YouTube by all of these
contributors. Column five provides the range of
number of videos contributed by all contributors
for each topic. Thus, for the election topic, most
contributors posted one video, but one
contributor
posted
645
videos
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(BarackOmabamdotcom). For the energy topic,
most contributors posted one video, but one
contributor posted 1099 videos (etvmedia). The
sixth column shows the range of number of
videos contributed to YouTube by all contributors
who also provided videos that appear in our
database. For the epidemics topic, CBS provided
two videos that were harvested by our queries
and 13,811 total videos to YouTube. The final
column presents the most frequent YouTube
poster among our contributors and the number of
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those videos we harvested for each topic.
TourFactory is a service that does video house
tours for realtors and homeowners and has posted
almost 50,000 home tours to YouTube. On
January 27, 2008, one of their videos appeared in
the result list for the query “David J. Masters” (a
possible U.S. presidential candidate). We believe
the video appeared for this query because it had
‘David’ as one of the tags, and ‘master bedroom’
in its description. This video was later
removed.xxiv This vignette shows the importance
of using and continually monitoring heuristic
rules to filter harvesting. The case of Expertvilliage
is more predictable: It is a major contributor of

how-to videos on a variety of topics (including
diabetes).
Clearly, some of these sources could be stop
listed or targeted a priori (e.g., specific news
channels). However, other sources can be quite
surprising and curators will want to use regular
monitoring after harvesting begins to cull or target
specific contributors. As we gain more experience
with managing large collections of harvested
data, alerts and filters can be added to help
curators as they monitor incoming data streams.

Observations and Recommendations for Curators
NOTE: This section (Observations and
Recommendations for Curators, pp 30-32)
draws liberally, and in some cases
verbatim, from the publication listed
below. Please refer to and cite materials at
the original point of publication.
Marchionini, G., Shah, C., Lee, C.A., & Capra,
R. (2009). Query parameters for harvesting
digital
video
and
associated
contxtual
information. Paper presented at the IEEE ACM
Joint Conference on Digital Libraries (JCDL).
Austin, TX, June 15-19, 2009.

Curators should carefully consider queries,
sources, and crawling parameters; and evaluate
how these relate to the intended collecting goals.
Organizations opting to use the harvesting
techniques detailed in this report should institute
a regimen that emphasizes continuous – or at
least periodic – monitoring and assessment of
data to evaluate whether it is necessary to make
adjustments to harvesting criteria; and also to
gauge the costs of assessing potential videos for
inclusion in the collection. Additionally, it is
important to monitor news and announcements
regarding changes to the source APIs and to make
scripting adjustments as necessary. Decisions
regarding (1) how much contextual information to
harvest; and (2) how much to assume will be
preserved elsewhere are important issues.
Below, we revisit observations from our findings
and
extrapolate
on
these
to
make
recommendations for curators.xxv
Observation: The overlap analysis of results by
query term indicated that using variant syntax to

gain more coverage for a specific query is likely
to yield more redundancy in results.
Recommendation: Focus on synonymic rather
than syntactic variations in queries.
Example: For phrases containing common words,
only use the phrase in quotes.
Implications: Minimization of redundancies will
reduce the amount of time as well as economic
and human resources required for harvesting
activities. Some services also have or may
implement service limits. In such a case,
harvesting redundant data might exclude
harvesting other more meaningful data.

Observation: Query results harvested through
this method are selected based on ranked position
with respect to relevance at the time the query is
submitted. Our churn analysis indicated that the
top-ranked results of some query sets are more
volatile (have a higher turnover rate) than others
from one day (or crawl) to the next. For example,
the indexed churn rate in our Natural Disasters
campaign was approximately four times that of
the Diabetes and Truth Commissions campaigns.
In a practical situation, it would be advisable to
experiment with either lower collection
thresholds or reduced harvest frequencies for the
lower churn campaigns.
Recommendation: Adjust harvesting parameter
settings based on the churn in the topic of
interest. It may be acceptable to harvest less often
than daily for a low churn topic; or if the
objective is to collect more comprehensively, to
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set a higher threshold (e.g. top 150 rather than
100) for a results set with a high churn rate.
Implications: Adjustments to the frequency and/or
threshold of collection can improve the balance
between harvest resource requirements and the
degree of coverage for a topic. A higher threshold
increases the range across which the rank of a
specific video can be tracked.

Observations: The generality and timeliness of the
topic impacts associated posting and other
interactive activities. For example, the number of
contributors to the results obtained for the US
Presidential election campaign, a topic intensely
followed by a large segment of the US
population, differed markedly in both the
diversity of topics to which these contributors
posted and also the number of videos they
contributed overall. Analysis of rank threshold
settings across all queries for each of the five nonelection topics revealed that for highly general
topics with large numbers of videos retrieved, the
differences between threshold values remained
fairly constant over time. In contrast, the
differences between low and high threshold
settings can be quite large in the case of very
specific topics for which an overall lower number
of videos were retrieved
Recommendation: Take the generality/specificity
and timeliness of the topic into consideration
when setting harvesting parameters. This applies
to query formulation as well as harvesting
parameters such as frequency of crawls and result
threshold settings. It may be necessary to vary
thresholds at the query rather than the campaign
level.
Implications: Again, this recommendation relates
directly to the appropriate balance of resources
and collection of relevant and desired resources.

Observation: Rank threshold analysis indicated
very different thresholds would be necessary to
retrieve proportionally comparable data for the
Barack Obama and Kat Smith queries. Similarly,
we note that in a companion study (the first
described in “Secondary Source Analyses”), we
analyzed the relevance of a subset of the search
results for the US Presidential Election campaigns.
One of the result sets analyzed was for the query
Tom Vilsack, a Democratic Presidential Primaries
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candidate from 30 November 2006 to February
23, 2007. In the study, we found that compared
to query results for other candidates, an unusually
large portion of videos from the Vilsack blog data
fell into the “related to election but not related to
the candidate” category. A post-analysis search of
YouTube revealed only 91 results for Tom
Vilsack, 9 fewer than the 100-result query
threshold set for this and all the other candidate
queries.
Recommendation: Adjust relevance ranking
thresholds at the query level to reduce system and
human efforts. If it is desirable to set thresholds
for all queries within a campaign at the same
level at the start of the collecting process, results
should be monitored and adjusted later as
necessary.
Implications: Taking time to set, monitor, and
adjust collection parameters at the query level
will help ensure that relevant resources at an
appropriate level of coverage are captured as
efficiently as possible.

Observation: Data gathered via this technique is
noisy, in part because we do not have a detailed
understanding of either the ranking algorithm or
the characteristics of the overall YouTube
collection. Additionally, this is a novel technique;
one that will require experimentation and
experience in practice as well as a part of targeted
research studies.
Recommendation: Adapt filters and targets on an
ongoing basis by using and continually
monitoring heuristic filtering rules. Monitor
contemporary events that might impact activity
related to the campaign topic.
Implications: With respect to an individual query
set or campaign, filters can reduce harvesting
requirements, but they can also unintentionally
exclude relevant results. With respect to
refinement of the technique, use of and
experimentation with a wide range of parameters
and topics will contribute to our combined
wisdom on how best to filter and adapt collection
parameters based on the results we observe with
specific sources.

Observation: Unexpected events, particularly
those related to popular culture appear to have an
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impact on search results. At an anecdotal level,
for example, we noticed that news coverage of
Angelina Jolie related to diabetes during
pregnancy appeared to impact the otherwise – as
measured by the churn rate – characteristically
stable Diabetes campaign.
Recommendation: When attempting to build
collections about popular events, make
adjustments in the harvesting strategy over time in
response to unanticipated related events.
Implications: Monitoring harvesting strategy and
making adjustments as necessary will help ensure
that the results are relevant to the topic and
within the desired collecting scope.

Recommendation: Extract consistently highly
ranked videos and then invest more manual effort
in examining the comments, ratings, and other
related information for those videos.
Implications & Observations: Videos and their
related contextual information are potentially
valuable both in themselves and as evidence of
the activities of which they were apart. In-depth
analysis of the sedimentary traces of activity
associated with a video has the potential to reveal
a greater understanding of the context of the
video and its use environment. Widespread
adoption of this practice would likely enable us to
increase our overall understanding of the roles of
videos and online video environments.

We are encouraged by the results obtained
through harvesting by repeated queries; but
acknowledge that further development of tools
and practices is required to refine the technique
and to accurately estimate the impact of
collection parameter settings on results. On a
pragmatic level, the need for further research and
experience compel us to emphasize that the
recommendations made above must be
considered with respect to the time, resources,
and effort required to monitor harvesting and
examine results.

Secondary Source Analyses:
NOTE: This section (Secondary Source
Analyses, pp 32-35) draws liberally, and
in some cases verbatim, from the
publications listed below. Please refer to

and cite materials at the original point of
publication.
Capra, R., Lee, C.A., Marchionini, G., Russell,
T., Shah, C., Stutzman, F. (2008). Selection
and Context Scoping for Digital Video
Collections: An Investigation of YouTube and
Blogs. ACM IEEE Joint Conference on Digital
Libraries (JCDL).
http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/1378889.137892
5
Capra, R.G., Clemens, R., Lee, C.A. & Sheble, L.
(2009). Contextual Information from Blogs in
Video Digital Curation. Poster presented at
DigCCurr 2009: Digital Curation Practice,
Promise and Prospects, Chapel Hill, NC, 1-3
April 2009.
Lee, C.A., Capra, R., Clemens, R. & Sheble, L.
(2008). I know it’s important, but what am I
looking at? Strategies for using blog content to
contextualize YouTube videos. In Proceedings
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Two separate but related data analyses were
performed to examine secondary sources (e.g.
blogs) as a source of contextual information about
videos collected via the ContextMiner harvesting
method. Both studies focused on material related
to a subset of the 2008 US Presidential Election
queries. The first of these studies compared
YouTube out-links from a blogosphere data set
(described below) with the VidArch YouTube
dataset: We performed an overlap analysis of
videos from each dataset and also performed
relevance judgments on a sample stratified by the
results of the overlap analysis for videos related to
four candidates.
Blogosphere data setxxvi – Beginning June 6, 2007,
Fred Stutzman, a doctoral student at UNC-SILS,
systematically collected links from blog postings
related to the 2008 US Presidential Election by
submitting queries related to 15 presidential
candidates via the RSS functions of both Google
Blogsearch and Technorati. Scripts to submit the
queries were run three times an hour, every hour
of the day, for a total of 72 queries per term per
day. Both Google Blogsearch and Technorati limit
RSS queries to a maximum of ten results per
query. Therefore, each query term was limited to
a maximum of 720 results (blog pages) per day.
These blog pages were then processed to capture
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outbound links (any link from a blog page to a
resource outside of that blog page). Though
service provider limitations prevent collection of
a comprehensive results set via the RSS functions,
the results obtained through this query method
provide an illustrative sample of blog posts that
mention the candidates for whom queries were
submitted. In summary, the data contains the
following:
<candidate name> <blog pages collected from RSS fn>
<Out-links>.

For the purposes of the two studies described
here, the subset of out-links that point to YouTube
videos was identified and an analysis of overlap
between YouTube out-links from the blogosphere
data set and data collected via ContextMiner for
the U.S. Presidential Elections query set was
performed based on video identifiers in the URLs.
Only the subset of candidates for whom queries
were submitted via both the VidArch and
blogosphere collecting regimens was analyzed.
The ContextMiner dataset contained data
collected May 2007-January 2008. An overlap
analysis summary is presented for the VidArch
YouTube (YT) and Blog (B) dataset in Table 7.
Table 7. Overlap analysis summary: VidArch
YouTube and Blog datasets.
Candidate

YT

Gravel
Clinton

404
484

Kucinich
Edwards
Giuliani
Romney

Relevance Analysis
To perform the content analysis for relevance, we
selected a random sample from the datasets
stratified by the results of the overlap analysis for
videos related to four candidates based on the
hypergeometric distributionxxvii sufficiently large to
generate results with 95% confidence intervals
and a range of +/- 5%. Two of the selected
candidates were leading contenders in the
primaries for their respective parties in January
2008 (Barack Obama for the Democratic Party
and Mitt Romney for the Republican), and two
were former candidates who had received no
delegates, and who had withdrawn from the
primaries (Tom Vilsack, Democratic Party and
Tom Tancredo, Republican). The sample
comprised 2,143 of the 13,389 total videos. The
number of videos in the sample by candidate and
overlap classification is presented in Table 8.
Table 8. Sample size by candidate and overlap
classification.

YT∩B

O/YT

O/B

1677
6794

168
178

42%
37%

10%
3%

372
1021

2138
5221

135
361

36%
35%

6%
7%

Obama

1005

279 6718

364

281

163

Romney

509

220 3060

342

150

109

525
509

3348
3060

162
150

31%
29%

5%
5%

Vilsack

Obama
Huckabee

1005
521

6718
1574

281
139

28%
27%

4%
9%

Biden
Richardson

278
378

1444
1493

73
82

26%
22%

5%
5%

McCain
Tancredo

651
254

3049
1130

127
39

19%
15%

4%
3%

Brownback
Dodd

266
375

1228
516

39
14

15%
4%

3%
3%

97

143

3

3%

2%

241

2110

2

1%

0%

Vilsack
Thompson

B

that appeared in both lists (the overlap, column
YT∩B). In addition, measures of the overlap
divided by the number of YT videos (O/YT) and
the overlap divided by the number of Blog videos
(O/B) are shown. The table is sorted by
decreasing value of O/YT.

For each candidate in both the YouTube and Blog
data sets, Table 4 shows the: 1) the number of
unique videos in our YouTube data set (column
YT), 2) the number of unique videos in our Blog
data set (Column B), and 3) the number of videos
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VidArch
Blogs (B)
YT∩B
YouTube (YT)
total sample total sample total Sample

Tancredo

97

78

143

105

3

3

254

154

1130

287

39

39

Five Project members coded videos for relevance
to the candidates according to a three-tiered
coding scheme that was refined by coding a trial
set of about 75 videos retrieved with queries for a
candidate not included in the analysis. The final
coding scheme was as follows:
1) Clearly relevant to the candidate – video
focuses on the candidate, video issued by the
candidate, or prominently mentions the candidate
by name (e.g. Obama girl) where the candidate is
the main focus. Does NOT have to be about the
candidate in Election 2008, just prominently
about the candidate.;
2) About Election 2008 but not the candidate
specifically – some mention of the candidate or
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the election 2008, but the candidate is NOT the
main focus. If it would be a 1 in any other
candidate's search, it is a 2 in this candidate's
search. Candidate in a debate with other
candidates or primarily or partially about another
candidate in Election 2008.
3) Not relevant – everything else, including other
political stuff, or an election issue.
A subset (188 videos) of the total sample (2,143
videos) was randomly selected based on the
hypergeometric distribution (with 95% CI, +/- 5%
range) and included in the set of each coder in
order to measure inter-coder agreement. Each
coder assessed 579 videos. Inter-coder agreement
was high (Fleiss’ kappa = 89.7%). A summary of
results for the relevance assessment is presented
in Figure 22 below.
The results indicate first, that the YouTube
relevance-ranking algorithm produced results
with high precision. Across candidates, 75% of
videos in our total YouTube dataset (YT only +
YT∩B) were found to be clearly relevant to the
candidate, and 85% about election 2008. Recall
that these videos consisted of the results from the
top 100 results to candidate name queries
submitted on a daily basis over 8 months.

Secondary Source Analysis: Blogs as a
Source of Context for YouTube Videos
Following up on our study that contrasted the
relevance of blogs identified through blog search
services and with out-links to YouTube videos
versus videos selected directly via queries to the
YouTube API, we examined blogs as a source of
contextual information about the YouTube videos
to which they are linked. More specifically, we
examined the extent to which blog postings
linked to digital videos collected via queries for
the 2008 U.S. presidential election for three
candidate queries (Barack Obama, Mitt Romney,
and Tom Tancredo)xxix also provide contextual
information about those videos.
Methods – Content of 182 YouTube videos, a
statistical sample of videos identified by Context
Miner (May 2007 to January 2008), was analyzed
using the schema presented in Table 9 below.xxx
We established categories of analysis based on
four rounds of preliminary coding and discussions
by four Project members.xxxi Due to the complex
nature of the coding scheme, we elected to have
2 coders code each video and blog entry.
Inter-coder reliability ratings indicated substantial
agreement (Cohen’s kappa averaged 0.76 for
quantity, 0,67 for extent). We note that in cases of
disagreement, the disagreement was between two
contiguous classes, most often between “2” and
“3” ratings for quantity or extent. For the analysis
presented here, we used the lower of the ratings
in the case of such discrepancies.
Consistent with the study presented above, we
judged the majority of the videos (75%) to be
about the candidate. 9% were judged to be
relevant not to the candidate specifically, but to
the election in general; and 16% were no longer
accessible via YouTube.

Figure 22. Video relevance by source, overlap
classification, and candidate.
We found that the precision of YouTube alone
was not increased intersecting, or triangulating
with the Blog data. In contrast to the set of videos
collected via YouTube, we found that the blog
pages with links to YouTube videos collected
based on candidate and candidate-related
queriesxxviii submitted to Google Blogsearch and
Technorati contained many non-relevant videos.

With respect to what proportion of the blog
entries were about the out-linked video, we found
that for 15%, the entire post was about the video,
and 52% of blog entries were at least partially
about the video. 3% linked to the video in the
side bar, and 29% of the blog posts were not
accessible from the URL in the Blog dataset.
Few blog entries (7%) provided considerable
context for the video, but many (47%) provided
some context. 17% included only a few words
about the video; and 29% were not accessible at
the URL referenced for this study.
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Table 9. context from blogs: Coding schema.
Question

Object of Analysis

Coding Categories

Is the video about the candidate?

YouTube video

3 = about the candidate
2 = about the election but not the candidate
1 = about neither the candidate nor the
election

What portion of the blog entry is
about the video?
[Extent of blog post]

Blog entry that links
to the YouTube
video

3 = entire entry
2 = part of the entry
1 = not part of the entry (e.g. in sidebar)
C = only in comments

To what extent does the blog entry
provide contextual information
related to the video?

Blog entry that links
to a YouTube video

[Quantity of contextual information]

3 = provides substantial amount of contextual
information (like a news item about the video)
2 = some contextual information beyond that
provided by title of video itself
1 = no real contextual information (e.g. only
“click here,” video title, or URL)

Implications of Secondary Source
Analyses
In the first secondary source study, we contrasted
the relationship between a collection of videos
identified by YouTube out-links in blogs
harvested based on queries to blog search
services with that of videos collected with queries
directly submitted to YouTube. Given the
generally low overlap in the two datasets, we can
infer that collections based on these two different
methods of video identification would look very
different even after filtering and processing the
collections.
The first study confirmed the precision of the
dataset compiled from direct YouTube harvests;
and also indicated that data harvested from
divergent sources in this manner is essentially
different. On reflection, it is possible to suggest
that data harvested from the blog search APIs
might be valuable in part as a means to
understand the greater conversation space around
the candidates and the election. The relatively
high proportion of videos identified in blog posts
that were not clearly about a candidate, but
judged to be about the election in general
supports this hypothesis.
During the development of our coding categories,
we decided to code videos about subjects
tangential to the election – such as videos about
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the Iraq war, energy, the environment, etc., in
category 3, which was a catch-all for videos not
clearly related to the candidates (category 1) and
also not directly about the election (category 2). It
is possible, however, that some of the videos in
the third category are related to the election – for
example, a blogger might post a video related to
an issue of importance to them and comment on
positions taken by some of the candidates with
respect to the issue. Such an investigation could
indicate whether this type of data from blogs
could serve to enhance our understanding of the
conversation space around the election.
Perhaps the greatest advantages of looking at the
overlap between multiple data sources are: (1) if
each method is independent, this gives the
curator additional evidence of the importance of
a video if it is in the overlap; and (2) as we found
in the second study, most blogs do provide some
contextual information about the videos to which
they link – though they also contain content that
is not directly related to the videos. Both studies
suggest that further work needs to be done to
develop filters to refine ‘curatorially-minded’
query techniques – first, to refine identification of
video materials from publicly accessible video
services; and second, to identify and capture
information that will provide context for the video
throughout its lifecycle and also the topics,
people, and events related to the video.
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Data Backup: From SRB to iRODS
integration

•

Operates in a highly distributed environment
with heterogeneous storage resources;

The backup protocol for VidArch Project data was
enhanced as the project progressed in a
punctuated evolutionary model: Increasing levels
of data security and services were achieved by
the continual evaluation of ideal curation
scenarios in light of available resources for
implementation and storage. Ultimately, we were
able to achieve a backup structure compatible
with our own recommendations from Phase I of
the Project (see Figure 1). The major steps of this
evolution were: (1) DICE Storage Resource Broker
(SRB) implementation; (2) Integrated RuleOriented Data System (iRODS) implementation
for
primary
objects;
and
(3)
iRODS
implementation for primary objects and
contextual information. Figure 23 below
illustrates the first two phases of this process.

•

Supports changing business requirements
through customization of repository behaviors

•

Can be instrumented with policies to support
the management of the life cycle of digital
assets.

The VidArch implementation of ContextMiner
captures two sets of data: Videos in flashvideo
format (.flv); and associated data elements, which
are stored in a database. Video files collected
through ContextMiner were backed up using SRB
during the first year and a half, and then migrated
to iRODS in late 2008. The SRB software
infrastructure was used to enable a potentially
Distributed Logical File System managed under a
single file hierarchy. Additionally, SRB integrates
features such as checksums to help ensure file
integrity. Nightly copies of the associated data
elements were backed up nightly via a traditional
full data dump. Two copies of the data were kept,
one on the VidArch ContextMiner server and one
on an iBiblio server. Initially, these data elements
were replicated into SRB as well. However, disk
space limitations required the practice to be
discontinued.
Video files were migrated to the Integrated RuleOriented Data System (iRODS) framework in
December 2008. In 2009, the contextual
information database was also migrated to
iRODS. iRODS is an adaptive, policy-driven data
grid middleware that addresses important aspects
fundamental to digital preservation, including
growth through federation; evolution through
virtualization of the underlying technology;
openness through a data type-agnostic treatment
of content; and closure. Additionally, iRODS:
•

Scales to hundreds of millions of files, tens of
thousands of users, and petabytes of data;

Figure 23. Components and progression of backup
protocol for data captured via the
ContextMiner tool, Summer 2007 ‐ mid‐
2009.
Preparing the harvested data (videos and
datadump) for the Library of Congress required
the use of the newly standardized BagIt File
Package Format (v0.96).xxxii This format consists of
packaging the desired data into a directory with
simple metadata description and a full file
manifest for the included filetree. The manifest
consists of the relative filename and checksum (in
this case, MD5) of each file. Since iRODS already
calculates and stores an MD5 checksum for each
file, it was relatively simple to export that
information and create the proper BagIt
packaging files. These files were created by hand,
but it should be straightforward to automatically
create the proper files via an iRODS irule that can
be executed whenever it is time to bag some files
for the Library of Congress. The VidArch archive
was just under one terabyte when bagged and
sent to the Library of Congress (943.082G).
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Context for Digital Video Collections - Revisited
Context in relation to digital video was the major
theme explored throughout the VidArch project.
Through a multi-faceted approach to context, we
investigated practical considerations for capturing
and preserving context; and developed a more
refined understanding of context in relation to
primary objects and use. Below, we revisit some
of the emergent themes related to context and
remark on their significance with respect to
curation of online digital video.xxxiii First, however,
we review some of the ways in which video in
general is and will increasingly be incorporated
into digital collections. Second, we present two
distinct approaches to context and highlight the
approaches taken in the VidArch project to
provide this context in the preservation
environment. We also highlight the tools and
recommendations developed through the VidArch
Project and put forward related areas we see as
critical for continued development. We conclude
with a few brief remarks regarding negotiating
boundaries of context information.

Online Digital Video in the Curatorial
Environment
Digital video is becoming an increasingly
important component of curatorial collections, a
reflection of the increasingly prominent role of
video as a mode of expression. As ‘objects’,
digital videos may provide documentary evidence
of people, events, and other phenomena; and/or
may stand as primary works in their own right. As
secondary elements of a collection, videos may
document characteristics of primary collection
objects. Additionally, video is increasingly being
used in exhibitions, as a public relations tool, a
means to communicate with potential patrons or
users of a collection, and as a tool for instruction.
As the uses of video multiply and the practice of
integrating video into more and varied aspects of
collections grows, curators will need to welcome
the challenge of preserving the essence of the
integrated audio-visual-temporal experience of
video so that it is accessible and meaningful.
As we have noted, video is a complex object. It
contains objects and information that are
conveyed via a multitude of channels (audio,
visual, text) over time. Further, the encoding of
information conveyed through these channels
cannot be comprehensively processed for
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information about contained objects to be made
uniformly available to either humans or systems
via a single channel. Through the creation of
surrogates, we are able to select elements of a
video and make these elements available to
humans and systems via a reduced number of
channels. Selection and presentation of these
elements is an art and science unto itself, and one
that will need to be developed further to allow
future users to interface with video objects in
more flexible, less pre-defined ways. For while it
is possible to highlight selected aspects of video
and present them in the context of a collection
with retrievable textual, visual, and audio
surrogates based on anticipated elements of
interest and use; it is not yet possible to support a
user as s/he interfaces with video objects along
any given element of interest, be it audio, visual,
a relationship between elements, an abstract
concept across objects in the collection, etc., and
expect to retrieve relevant results.

Context in an Authoritatively Controlled
Environment
Our first approach to context for digital video
considered structured collections of online video
from authoritative sources (ACM and NASA).
With these relatively homogeneous and
controlled collections, information about the
objects and the context of their creation and
primary use, including object identification,
agent, occurrence, purpose, time, place, form of
expression, concept/ abstraction, and relationship
are identifiable and accessible though, as we
noted, human effort and judgment are required to
define and collect this information, especially
where significant relationships between objects
are defined. On the upside, such a structured
approach to gathering and communicating
contextual information is likely to be beneficial
for high-value collections of online video. We
found, however, that to broadly apply this
framework to online video shared through public
video spaces such as YouTube would require
significant effort. It seems reasonable to expect
that such effort will most often be reserved for
only very high-value objects (from YouTube or
any other source), or objects for which related
contextual information is readily available. It is
possible to foresee a future in which more
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information about a video’s creation is readily
available (e.g. embedded in the file format). If, in
the future, such information is available and
preserved in the format presented and shared
online, it might become more feasible to apply
this framework more broadly to videos captured
from these sources. It is important to note that
while we focused on objects in a primary use
environment, this structure should, in identified
high-value cases, be applied iteratively such that
information about secondary uses of the objects
or the collection, including transaction log
statistics and high-value closely related or
derivative works, is captured, explicitly identified,
and ingested into the archival system.

Context Based on Contemporary Use
and Users
By drawing on elements available from the use
environment, we are able to develop meaningful
collections around pre-defined topics of interest.
In the second phase of our project, we focused on
the shared use environment of YouTube because
it is accessible, widely used, supports interaction
among users, and provides a variety of types of
information, including structured (though not
controlled) metadata provided by contributors.
Additionally, through recorded and displayed
data from users-system interactions, evidence of
value judgments and time spent viewing videos
are made available. Some users also make
comments on the objects, contribute “video
responses”, provide information about themselves
as contributors, and reference the objects in
varied and accessible related works (notably web
pages and blogs). This information, which draws
on the experience of contemporary YouTube
users, provides a fairly comprehensive view of at
least highly-accessed objects in this use
environment, which are also the objects identified
and collected through the ContextMiner system –
provided collection parameters are adjusted to
support extraction of highly-accessed videos. We
note that the exact method of identifying objects
for collection is not apparent because we do not
have access to the search algorithm. At the same
time, we have observed that the retrieval system
has a high level of precision for well-formed
queries about which related information is
recorded, expressed and available on YouTube
(through metadata and likely data related to the
contribution process and use of objects).
Additionally, curators can - and it is

recommended that they do – set, monitor, and
adjust harvest parameters such as the number of
videos to collect for any given query; and to
scope harvesting at a level appropriate to
available materials, collection goals, and
resources available for processing harvested
materials. While we have made some
recommendations regarding what to take into
consideration when setting and adjusting
collection parameters, we note that these
recommendations were made based on six trial
topics. We will need a greater variety of topics,
collection goals, and experience in general to
refine these recommendations.
Two approaches not actively pursued under the
auspices of VidArch were the identification of
specific videos to be treated in a detailed,
systematic way as case studies; and analysis of
YouTube comments for contextual information
they may provide. While, throughout the study,
we paid attention to both comments, and specific
videos, we did not systematically pursue either
approach and believe they should be pursued in
future work.
We performed some preliminary work and
analysis with secondary source materials that outlink to videos. This work suggests to us that
potentially, valuable and highly relevant
contextual information from can be gathered from
secondary sources. At the same time, we found
that the development of tools and procedures for
identifying what information is valuable and
highly relevant could expedite exploration in this
area. We also recognize that it might be valuable
to collect information at a more abstract level. For
example, it might be useful to develop a process
to capture network representations of the use
environment of an object across time.
Our approach enabled us to record important
elements of the collection process. This data
could contribute to a greater understanding of the
larger environment from which the videos and
related information were collected at a point in
the future when the system is no longer available
in a comparable state. For example, given
information about the search queries and
thresholds used to form a collection, as well as
rank, contribution date, and contributor
identifiers, future users will have some
information about the collected videos in relation
to the overall system.
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Negotiating Boundaries
Capturing contextual elements from the use
environment alongside video target digital objects
enables a rooted understanding of the video and
the relationships among the video and the
broader online use environment. To illustrate this
point, we present the “Vote Different” video (see
Figure 24) surrounded by layers of context that
situate the video in its contemporary usage
environment. In this example, the contextual
information provides a rich account of the video,
its significance to the 2008 elections, and also
supports understanding of the relationships
between the video, use environment, and the
elections.
The contextual information objects depicted in
this image are: (1) A video interview with the
creator/contributor (‘ParkRidge47’); (2) a video of

the original Apple Computer, Inc. 1984
commercial; (3) subscribers to ParkRidge47’s
channel; (4) YouTube Comments about the video;
(5) a blog about the video; (6) another video
associated with ParkRidge47’s YouTube profile;
(7) a Huffington Post article about the video; and
(8) usage and in-link data from YouTube about
the video. From these context items, it is possible
to learn – among other things – that this video
was the first viral video of the 2008 created by an
individual not officially associated with a
campaign; that it was originally released
anonymously; Phil de Vellis is ‘ParkRidge47’;
insight into how de Vellis manipulated the Apple
1984 commercial; what the commercial looked
like; how many people watched this version of
the video on YouTube; and about coverage of the
video in online sources.

Figure 24. "Vote Different" in
context. A screenshot of the
video from YouTube is
depicted
surrounded
by
layered slices of contextual
information available from
associated objects:
(1) Video interview with creator
/ contributor ParkRidge47;
(2) Video of the original Apple
Computer, Inc. commercial
“1984”;
(3) Subscribers to creator’s
YouTube
channel;
(4)
YouTube
Comments;
(5) a blog about the video;
(6) Another video associated
with ParkRidge47’s YouTube
profile;
(7) Huffington Post article; and
(8) usage and in‐link data from
YouTube about the video.
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Our example of context with the Vote Different
video provides a glimpse of the contextual
information it is possible to collect for any given
video. It would also be possible to collect a much
broader range of context, which might be
appropriate in some cases; or even to collect
contextual information for the elements presented
as context in this example (e.g., for the original
Apple Commercial) such that the contextual
element becomes a primary digital object node
around which another set of contextual
information elements is collected. In this way, the
dimensions of context (and contexts of context)
can infinitely aggregate layer upon layer.
Therefore, it is necessary to pragmatically
negotiate the relative value of accessible layers of
contextual elements with respect to the object for
which they provide context: As archivists, we
need to define and delineate what classes of
materials and information will have the greatest
probability of assisting future users of archival
materials; and capture the constituent elements.
While a daunting task, the need to negotiate
boundaries is not a new one. Walker and Uysal,
in their introduction to Tales Alive in Turkeyxxxiv,
write: “…Because Anatolia, the bulk of the
present homeland, has for centuries been the
“loom of history” across which have been woven
diverse cultural strands, and because the Ottoman
Empire, at its height, incorporated so many
peoples and so much territory, any general
discussion or study of Turkish folktales is
impossible. One must delimit narrowly and
define closely if the rubric is to be at all
meaningful.”
Similarly, we could proclaim: “Because YouTube,
which serves the bulk of online video for a
combined use-time measurable in years and that

exceeds the length of time video has been served
online, has been the “loom of video sharing
activities” across which diverse peoples - from
many backgrounds and geographical locations
and in many languages - share and leave traces of
their online video experiences. The Visual Empire
is climbing to its height, and is used by so many
people in so many different ways across the great
expanse of public and private life, any general
discussion or study of YouTube video use – let
alone online video use in general – is impossible.
One must delimit narrowly and define closely if
the rubric is to be at all meaningful.
To date, the boundaries of our inquiry have been
shaped by the rubric we set out for ourselves in
the form of project goals and the processes
through which we have pursued these goals.
Likewise, we suggest that the negotiation of
boundaries for contextual information may best
be discovered through the process of identifying
goals and resources, and the practice of
processing collections. Through setting goals,
monitoring events, gauging potential outcomes,
and adjusting process parameters, it is possible to
define if not an optimal, at least a pragmatic and
realizable, definition of the boundaries of
contextual information with respect to a given
object or collection. The tools and measures we
have developed as a part of this project can
facilitate a more efficient evaluation of videos and
related contextual information for authoritatively
controlled collections and those collected from
the web through repeated query mechanisms.
Through continued use and evaluation of these
tools and measures, as well as the development of
novel measures, we look forward to refining our
recommendations and defining best practices for
use of this method.
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Appendix A: Queries by Test Topic for YouTube Campaigns
2008 U.S. Presidential Election (including Primary Campaigns)
Note: Queries were created for all candidates listed in the April 27, 2007 version of the
WikiPedia article “United States presidential election, 2008”.
election 2008
US election 2008
United States election 2008
presidential election 2008
campaign 2008
decision 2008
Joe Biden
Hillary Rodham Clinton
Christopher Dodd
John Edwards
Mike Gravel
Dennis Kucinich
Barack Obama
Bill Richardson
Wesley Clark
Al Gore
Tom Vilsack
Sam Brownback
John H. Cox

Jim Gilmore
Rudy Giuliani
Duncan Hunter
John McCain
Ron Paul
Mitt Romney
Tom Tancredo
Tommy Thompson
Mike Huckabee
Newt Gingrich
Chuck Hagel
Fred Thompson
James Gilchrist
Dale Thompson
Elaine Brown
Kat Swift
Ralph Nader
Cynthia McKinney
Rebecca Rotzler

Mike Jingozian
Bob Jackson
Steve Kubby
George Phillies
Christine Smith
Doug Stanhope
Kent McManigal
Gene Chapman
Barry Hess
Robert Milnes
Wayne Allyn Root
James H. Mccall
Donald K. Allen
Steve Adams
David Koch
John Taylor Bowles
David J. Masters
Michael Bloomberg
Hillary Clinton

Natural Disasters* (narrowed to selected types of natural disasters listed below)
"natural disasters"
avalanche
drought
earthquake
flood
floods

hurricane
typhoon
tornado
tornadoes
volcanoes
cyclone

landslides
storm damage
wildfires
wind damage

Pandemics and Epidemics*
epidemic
pandemic

SARS
Avian flu

Diabetes*
Diabetes
Type 1 diabetes
Type 2 diabetes
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Diabetes Heart Disease
Diabetes Stroke
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Truth commissions*
Truth commission
Truth and reconciliation

Energy*
Bioenergy
Biofuel
Biomass
Coal
Crude Oil
Electric Power
Fossil Fuels
Fusion Energy
Gasification

Geothermal Energy
Geothermal Power
Green Energy
Green Power
Hydrogen Energy
Hydrogen Power
Hydropower
Natural Gas
Nuclear Energy

Nuclear Power
Renewable Energy Sources
Solar Energy
Sustainable Energy
Sustainable Power
Wind Energy
Energy Star
Power Utilities
Energy Science

* In cases of multi-word terms, both terms as a string of individual words (i.e., electric power) and as a
phrase (i.e., "electric power") were searched.
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Appendix B. Blogosphere Dataset Queries
Candidate

Queries

Biden

Joe Biden

Brownback

Sam Brownback

Clinton

Hillary Clinton,
hillaryclinton.com

Dodd

Chris Dodd

Edwards

John Edwards, Elizabeth
Edwards, johnedwards.com

Giuliani

Rudy Giuliani

Gravel

Mike Gravel

Huckabee

Mike Huckabee

Kucinich

Dennis Kucinich

McCain

John McCain

Obama

Barack Obama,
barackobama.com

Richardson

Bill Richardson

Romney

Mitt Romney

Tancredo

Tom Tancredo

Thompson

Fred Thompson
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Appendix C. VidArch Exchange Content Types, Fields
A driving design consideration for the Exchange
has been to bring together digital video discussion
and resources to support the growth and
dissemination
of
digital
video
curation
knowledge, methods, and techniques for
evaluating, selecting, configuring, and integrating
the building blocks of digital video curation. As
discussed previously, the VidArch Exchange was
envisioned as a possible evolution of the concept
of a finding aid to a structured, registry-type entity

that would both collocate technical data for video
encodings, metadata, and file formats; and
support the dialogue of a digital video curation
community. Technical data resource types were
expanded to include coverage for the following
seven broad content types: Organizations;
Projects and Programs; Metadata; Tools and
Applications; File Formats; Collections; and
Publications. The table below (Table C-1) outlines
these major content types.

Table 10. VidArch Exchange content types and descriptions.
CONTENT TYPE
ORGANIZATIONS
PROJECTS & PROGRAMS

METADATA
TOOLS & APPLICATIONS
FILE FORMATS
COLLECTIONS

BIBLIOGRAPHIC REFERENCES

DESCRIPTION
BOUNDED GROUPS, SUCH AS WORKING OR PROJECT GROUPS, INSTITUTIONS,
COALITIONS, CONSORTIA, ETC.
BOUNDED RESEARCH PROJECTS OR PROGRAMS, MOST OFTEN ONES THAT INVESTIGATE
OR ARE OTHERWISE CLOSELY ASSOCIATED WITH ASPECTS OF DIGITAL VIDEO CURATION.
PROJECT AND PROGRAM ENTRIES DIFFER FROM ORGANIZATION ENTRIES IN THAT THEY
FOCUS ON THE SPECIFIC SET OF ACTIVITIES/OBJECTIVES A PROJECT AND PROGRAM
TEAM MEMBERS CONVENE TO PERFORM.
TOP‐LEVEL METADATA SCHEMA AND VOCABULARY DESCRIPTIONS.
TOP‐LEVEL DESCRIPTIONS OF VIDEO‐RELATED TOOLS AND APPLICATIONS, INCLUDING
HOSTED SERVICES.
MACHINE‐READABLE FILE FORMAT USED TO ENCODE A DIGITAL OBJECT.
ONLINE DIGITAL VIDEO COLLECTIONS. THEY MAY CONTAIN OTHER TYPES OF MATERIAL
AS WELL, BUT THEIR PRIMARY CONTENT TYPE IS DIGITAL VIDEO PRESENTED ON THE
WWW.
PUBLICATION AND PRESENTATION CITATIONS RELATED TO DIGITAL VIDEO CURATION.

When developing the sets of descriptive elements
used to describe the major content types listed
above, we gravitated to a two-pronged approach.
A review of current registry efforts and descriptive
practices led us to conclude that some types of
content (Metadata Schema and Vocabularies and
File Formats) would be better served if populated
authoritatively based on content – scoped to
digital video curation - from registries currently
under development. Others (Organizations,

Projects and Programs, Collections, and
Bibliographic References) would be developed to
encourage future VidArch Exchange users to
contribute content. Across all content types, it is
possible to include the Name, URL, Alternate
Names, Description, and Notes associated with a
given entry. We also enable the ability to upload
documents related to content type descriptions,
though acknowledge that it might be helpful to
revisit this decision based on usage.
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Metadata Schema
The National Science Digital Library (NSDL)
Metadata Schemaxxxv and JISC Information
Environment Metadata Schema Registry (iemsr)
Application Profilexxxvi entry types were used as

models for the metadata schema entry form for
the Vidarch Exchange. Included fields and their
descriptions are indicated in Table C-2 below.

Table 11. VidArch Exchange: Metadata schema: Fields and descriptions
FIELD NAME
NAME
VERSION
STATUS

FIELD ENTRY OR NODE
TYPE REFERENCED
NODE TITLE
FIELD_VERSION
FIELD_STATUS

DRUPAL
(TEXT)
TEXT
TEXT: SELECT
FROM LIST

CREATOR

FIELD_CREATOR

TEXT

DESCRIPTION

FIELD_DESCRIPTION_GENER

TEXT

AL

DOCUMENTATION

FIELD_DOCUMENTATION

DESCRIPTION

FIELD TYPE

LINK (TEXT
FIELDS FOR

VERSION NUMBER.
PUBLICATION / WORKING STATUS. AVAILABLE VALUES
ARE:
• NOT KNOWN OR NOT APPLICABLE
• PUBLISHED
• PRIVATE
• WORKING DRAFT
• PROPOSED RECOMMENDATION
• RECOMMENDATION
• STANDARD
AN AGENCY OR OTHER ENTITY PRIMARILY RESPONSIBLE
FOR MAKING THE SCHEMA.
SUMMARY OF THE SCOPE AND PURPOSE OF THE
SCHEMA.
GUIDELINES OR SPECIFICATION THAT PROVIDES MORE
INFORMATION ABOUT THIS SCHEMA.

TITLE AND

NAMESPACE
NAME

FIELD_NS_NAME

URL)
TEXT

NAMESPACE URI

FIELD_NS_URI

LINK (TEXT

UNIQUE TOKEN REPRESENTING THIS SCHEMA. THIS
CAN BE THE SHORT FORM OF THE NAMESPACE URI IN
RDF OR A QNAME IN XML.
THE NAMESPACE URI.

FIELDS FOR
TITLE AND

FROM RDF DATA
SOURCE

FIELD_RDF_SOURCE

URL)
LINK (TEXT
FIELDS FOR

IF AN EXISTING RDF DATA SOURCE IS REFERENCED, THE
URI OF THAT DATA SOURCE.

TITLE AND

NOTES
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URL)
TEXT

NOTE SPECIFIC ASPECTS OF THE SCHEMA THAT DO NOT
FIT INTO OTHER FIELDS PROVIDED IN THE INPUT FORM.
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Table 12. VidArch Exchange: Metadata vocabulary: Fields and descriptions.
FIELD NAME
TITLE
VERSION
OWNER /
CREATOR
DATE MODIFIED

FIELD ENTRY OR NODE
TYPE REFERENCED
NODE TITLE
FIELD_VERSION
FIELD_CREATOR

DRUPAL

FIELD_DATE_MODIFIED

DATE

FIELD_STATUS

TEXT: SELECT

DESCRIPTION

FIELD TYPE

TEXT
TEXT

VERSION NUMBER OF THE METADATA VOCABULARY.
AN AGENCY OR OTHER ENTITY PRIMARILY RESPONSIBLE
FOR MAKING THE VOCABULARY / VOCABULARY TOOL.
DATE ON WHICH THE VOCABULARY WAS LAST
MODIFIED

STATUS

FROM LIST

DESCRIPTION

FIELD_DESCRIPTION_GENER

TEXT

AL

DOCUMENTATION

FIELD_DOCUMENTATION

LINK (TEXT
FIELDS FOR

PUBLICATION / WORKING STATUS. AVAILABLE VALUES
ARE:
• NOT KNOWN OR NOT APPLICABLE
• PUBLISHED
• PRIVATE
• WORKING DRAFT
• PROPOSED RECOMMENDATION
• RECOMMENDATION
• STANDARD
SUMMARY OF THE SCOPE AND PURPOSE OF THE
VOCABULARY.
GUIDELINES OR SPECIFICATION THAT PROVIDES MORE
INFORMATION ABOUT THIS VOCABULARY.

TITLE AND

NAMESPACE:
NAME

FIELD_NS_NAME

URL)
TEXT

A UNIQUE TOKEN REPRESENTING THIS VOCABULARY. IF
XML, THE PREFERRED XML NAMESPACE NAME TO BE
USED WHEN ENCODING TERMS FROM THIS
VOCABULARY IN AN RDF/XML DOCUMENT.

NAMESPACE URI

FROM RDF DATA
SOURCE

FIELD_NS_URI

FIELD_RDF_SOURCE

LINK (TEXT
FIELDS FOR

THE NAMESPACE URI
NOTE: IF XML, THE PREFERRED NAMESPACE PREFIX

TITLE AND

TO BE USED WHEN ENCODING TERMS FROM THIS

URL)
LINK (TEXT

VOCABULARY IN AN RDF/XML DOCUMENT.

FIELDS FOR

(IF APPLICABLE) URI OF THE RDF DATA SOURCE THE
METADATA VOCABULARY REFERENCES.

TITLE AND

NOTES

FIELD_NOTES

URL)
TEXT

NOTE SPECIFIC ASPECTS OF THE SCHEMA THAT DO NOT
FIT INTO OTHER FIELDS PROVIDED IN THE INPUT FORM.
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File Formats
The schema for file formats is based on a subset
of fields available In the PRONOM Technical
Registryxxxvii. However, because the VidArch
Exchange focuses on top-level descriptions, we
choose a subset of entries from the file format
tables and added select entries from related tables
that we estimated to be of greatest interest to
potential VidArch users. Two examples of fields
added are ‘Owner/Creator’ and ‘Documentation’.
Unique ids (of types Apple Uniform Type
Identifier, MIME, and PRONOM Unique ID
(PUID)) are also included in the description if
available with an eye to providing a base level of
automatic updating functions in the future. At
present, population of file format entry types is

not automated and we ask the individual
describing the format to indicate which version
forms the basis of the description provided. As
with metadata schema and vocabulary, if
automated, the descriptive fields here would be
reviewed. One enhancement might be to allow
the addition of short descriptions for versions
under an overall format entry. These version
descriptions would include fields for the version
number, status, release date, additional
documentation, notes, and key differences
between the version described and previous
versions. The schema for file formats is presented
in Table C-4 below.

Table 13. VidArch Exchange: File Format: Fields and descriptions.
FIELD NAME
NAME
ALTERNATE NAMES

FIELD ENTRY OR NODE TYPE
REFERENCED
NODE TITLE
FIELD_NAME_ALTERNATE

DRUPAL

DESCRIPTION

FIELD TYPE

(TEXT)
TEXT

ALTERNATE AND/OR COMMONLY USED
NAMES USED TO REFER TO THE FILE
FORMAT.

EXTENSION(S)

FIELD_ACRONYM

TEXT

LINK (TEXT

EXTENSION(S) ASSOCIATED WITH THE FILE
FORMAT.
VERSION DESCRIPTION IS BASED ON.
ENTITY PRIMARILY RESPONSIBLE FOR
DEVELOPING THE FILE FORMAT.
SUMMARY OF THE MAIN CHARACTERISTICS
OF THE FORMAT.
GUIDELINES OR SPECIFICATION THAT

VERSION REFERENCED
DEVELOPER

FIELD_VERSION
FIELD_CREATOR

TEXT
TEXT

DESCRIPTION

FIELD_DESCRIPTION_GENERA

TEXT

FIELDS FOR

PROVIDES MORE INFORMATION ABOUT

TITLE AND

THIS FILE FORMAT.

L

DOCUMENTATION

FIELD_DOCUMENTATION

UNIQUE IDENTIFIERS: TYPE

FIELD_UI_TYPE

UNIQUE IDENTIFIERS: ID
NOTES

FIELD_UI_ID
FIELD_NOTES

URL)
TEXT (SELECT
FROM LIST)

TEXT
TEXT

UNIQUE IDENTIFIER TYPE:
APPLE UNIFORM TYPE IDENTIFIER
MIME
PRONOM UNIQUE ID (PUID)
IDENTIFIER STRING
NOTE SPECIFIC ASPECTS OF THE FILE
FORMAT THAT DO NOT FIT INTO OTHER
FIELDS PROVIDED IN THE INPUT FORM.
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Organizations
Organizations content is to be contributed by
Exchange members. Descriptive precedents
guided our selection of descriptive fields,
including the International Council on Archives
(ICA) ISDIAH (International Standard for
Describing
Institutions
with
Archival

Holdings)xxxviii and general directories of
organizations and businesses. Based on our
review, we opted for a lean approach with only a
basic set of fields that features a general
descriptive field to be used to emphasize the
organizations work in the realm of digital video.

Table 14. VidArch Exchange: Organization: Fields and descriptions.
FIELD
NAME
URL

ALTERNATE
NAMES
DESCRIPTION

FIELD NAME OR NODE

DRUPAL

ELEMENT

FIELD TYPE

NODE TITLE
FIELD_URL

(TEXT)
LINK (TEXT

MAIN URL FOR AN ORGANIZATION'S WEBSITE OR

FIELDS FOR

AUTHORIZED ONLINE DESCRIPTION IF A WEBSITE IS

TITLE AND

NOT AVAILABLE.

FIELD_NAME_ALTERNATE

URL)
TEXT

FIELD_DESCRIPTION_GENER

TEXT

DESCRIPTION

ALTERNATE AND/OR COMMONLY USED NAMES USED
TO REFER TO THE ORGANIZATION.
THE DESCRIPTION OF AN ORGANIZATION MAY
INCLUDE INFORMATION SUCH AS THE ORGANIZATION'S

AL

MISSION AND ACTIVITIES RELATED TO DIGITAL VIDEO;
HISTORY OF THE ORGANIZATION; ADMINISTRATIVE
STRUCTURE; ETC.

TYPE OF
ORGANIZATION

TAXONOMY FIELD

NOTES

FIELD_NOTES

(TEXT)

DESCRIPTION OF ORGANIZATION TYPE BY SEMI‐
CONTROLLED VOCABULARY TO WHICH USERS MAY
ADD.

TEXT

NOTE SPECIFIC ASPECTS OF THE ORGANIZATION THAT
DO NOT FIT INTO OTHER FIELDS PROVIDED IN THE
INPUT FORM.
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Projects & Programs
Projects and Programs entries describe bounded
research projects and programs that investigate or
are otherwise closely associated with aspects of
digital video curation. Project and program
entries differ from organization entries in that they
focus on the specific set of activities and
objectives a project and program team members
convene to perform. In addition to fields common
to other resource types, this content type also has
fields for Host Organization(s) and Contributors.
Like Organizations, we anticipated that Exchange
users would enter descriptive information for
Projects and Programs.
While it is common for projects and programs,
unlike organizations with which they are
associated, to persist for relatively brief periods of

time, at present we did not include a field to
indicate dates associated with this content type.
Based on usage and needs, it might be advisable
to add fields for associated dates, including start
and end dates, or even submission dates for
programs related to funding or specific events.
Also to be taken into consideration would be the
ability to indicate one’s membership in a project
or program. Here, two approaches could be
considered. First, the ability of a VidArch
Exchange member to indicate association with a
project or program could be added. Alternatively,
membership could be entered directly under the
content entry and include a link to members if
registered on the site.

Table 15. VidArch Exchange: Projects & Programs: Fields and descriptions.
FIELD
NAME
URL

ALTERNATE
NAMES
HOST
ORGANIZATION

FIELD NAME OR NODE

DRUPAL

ELEMENT

FIELD TYPE

NODE TITLE
FIELD_URL

(TEXT)
LINK (TEXT

MAIN URL FOR A PROJECT OR PROGRAM'S

FIELDS FOR

WEBSITE OR AUTHORIZED ONLINE DESCRIPTION IF

TITLE AND

A WEBSITE IS NOT AVAILABLE.

FIELD_NAME_ALTERNATE

URL)
TEXT

FIELD_CREATOR

TEXT

DESCRIPTION

ALTERNATE AND/OR COMMONLY USED NAMES
USED TO REFER TO THE PROJECT OR PROGRAM.
AN ORGANIZATION OR OTHER ENTITY THAT HAS
PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE PROJECT OR
PROGRAM AND THAT IS (ONE OF) THE PRIMARY
INPUT SOURCE(S).

CONTRIBUTOR

FIELD_CONTRIBUTOR

TEXT

PARTNER ORGANIZATIONS OR OTHER ENTITIES
THAT MAKE SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE
PROJECT OR PROGRAM.

DESCRIPTION

FIELD_DESCRIPTION_GEN

TEXT

ERAL

THE DESCRIPTION OF A PROJECT OR PROGRAM
MAY INCLUDE INFORMATION SUCH AS THE
PROJECT OR PROGRAM'S MISSION AND ACTIVITIES
RELATED TO DIGITAL VIDEO; HISTORY OF THE
PROJECT OR PROGRAM; ADMINISTRATIVE
STRUCTURE; ETC.

TYPE OF PROJECT
OR PROGRAM

TAXONOMY FIELD

(TEXT)

NOTES

FIELD_NOTES

TEXT

DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT OR PROGRAM TYPE BY
SEMI‐CONTROLLED VOCABULARY THAT USERS
MAY ADD TO.
NOTE SPECIFIC ASPECTS OF THE PROJECT OR
PROGRAM THAT DO NOT FIT INTO OTHER FIELDS
PROVIDED IN THE INPUT FORM.
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Tools and Applications
Several resources were consulted when
developing the set of descriptive fields for tool
and application entries, most notably the
descriptive elements presented with PRONOM
and widely used resources such as SourceForge.

Ultimately, we opted for a mid-level of
description that incorporates essential elements
we thought would be most useful to individuals
researching tools to use for a given purpose.

Table 16. VidArch Exchange: Tools & Applications: Fields and descriptions.
FIELD NAME
NAME
ALTERNATE NAMES
VERSION
REFERENCED
URL

FIELD ENTRY OR NODE
TYPE REFERENCED
NODE TITLE
FIELD_NAME_ALTERNATE

DRUPAL

FIELD_VERSION

TEXT

FIELD_URL

LINK (TEXT

DESCRIPTION

FIELD TYPE

(TEXT)
TEXT

FIELDS FOR

ALTERNATE AND/OR COMMONLY USED NAMES
USED TO REFER TO THE SOFTWARE OR SERVICE.
VERSION DESCRIPTION IS BASED ON.
MAIN URL FOR A SOFTWARE PROJECT OR
SERVICE.

TITLE, URL)

DEVELOPER

FIELD_CREATOR

TEXT

COPYRIGHT STATUS

FIELD_COPYRIGHT_STATU

TEXT:
SELECT

S

FROM LIST

OS COMPATIBILITY

TAXONOMY FIELD

(TEXT)

FUNCTIONALITY
PROVIDED

TAXONOMY FIELD

(TEXT)

ENTITY PRIMARILY RESPONSIBLE FOR DEVELOPING
THE SOFTWARE OR SERVICE, MAY ALSO BE THE
COPYRIGHT OWNER.
UNKNOWN
PROPRIETARY
SHAREWARE
FREEWARE
SELECT OR ADD TERMS TO DESCRIBE SUPPORTED
OPERATING SYSTEMS.
TYPE OF FUNCTIONALITY PROVIDED BY THE
SOFTWARE OR SERVICE. USERS MAY SELECT
TERMS FROM A LIST OR ADD THEIR OWN TERMS
WHEN CREATING OR EDITING CONTENT OF THIS
TYPE.

DESCRIPTION

FIELD_DESCRIPTION_GEN

TEXT

ERAL

DOCUMENTATION

FIELD_DOCUMENTATION

LINK (TEXT
FIELDS FOR

SUMMARY OF THE MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
SOFTWARE OR SERVICE.
GUIDELINES OR SPECIFICATION THAT PROVIDES
MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THIS SOFTWARE.

TITLE AND

NOTES

FIELD_NOTES

URL)
TEXT

NOTE SPECIFIC ASPECTS OF THE SOFTWARE OR
SERVICE THAT DO NOT FIT INTO OTHER FIELDS
PROVIDED IN THE INPUT FORM.
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Collections
Collection descriptions are an account of the
resource and, in the spirit of the Dublin field
description on which they are based, “may
include information such as the topical area(s)
included in the collection, its history,
arrangement, and/or any special properties of the
collection” that will help VidArch users better
understand what a given collection contains.
Though a growing subset of the basic Dublin

Core element set was used,xxxix type and format
fields were not included since the VidArch
Exchange relates only to online moving image or
video collections. Qualified fields for alternate
title and access methods were added. A table of
Collection fields is not included here. Instead,
please see the Dublin Core metadata elements
website at http://dublincore.org/documents/dces/.

Bibliographic References
Bibliographic reference information includes all
the fields standard with the Drupal Bibliography
module. On implementation, we found that it
would be helpful to develop basic forms for two
additional
reference
types:
Conference
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Presentations
and
Conference
Posters.
Additionally, we enabled the functionality that
allows users to identify themselves as authors of
publications and include this information in their
profiles.
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Endnotes
i

The DICE group, formerly of the San Diego Supercomputing Center, began its transition to the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill School of Information and Library Science beginning August 1, 2008.
ii

http://www.nielsen.com/media/2008/pr_081217a_download.pdf.

iii

Final versions of the finding aids were created on a PC in NoteTab Pro using a North Carolina Encoded
Archival Description (NCEAD) template.
iv

Finding Aids developed according to Encoded Archival Description (EAD) standards are accessible and
interoperable. EAD Finding Aids can take advantage of multiple media, links, and interactive behaviors. For
NCEAD Documentation, see http://www.ncecho.org/dig/ncead.shtml.
v

Thank you to Sally Quiroz and Alex Fox who proofread the Noticiencias NASA page.

vi

Ultimately, not all of this information was made available in the finding aid. The time required to find
materials, for example, might be useful for budget estimates, but is unlikely to be of general interest to
finding aid users.
vii

For an in-depth discussion of this framework, see: Lee, C. (2007). Taking Context Seriously: A Framework
for Contextual Information in Digital Collections, UNC SILS TR-2007-04, 18 October 2007. [Technical
Report]: http://sils.unc.edu/research/publications/reports/TR_2007_04.pdf.
viii

NASASciFiles–Sonic Boom is on Open Video at: http://www.open-video.org/details.php?videoid=6166.

ix

We identified the word “campaign” to describe the process of specifying a topic of interest and identifying
videos associated with that topic for potential accession into an archive by means of repeated queries.
Ideally, query results will be monitored and evaluated, and query parameters adjusted accordingly as
needed. Campaigns are discussed more thoroughly below, starting with the section “Campaigns:
Identification of Content for Potential Accession” on page 22.
x

The login welcome and the download method differ from the VidArch system. VidArch employed
integrated video download functionality based on TubeKit. The VidArch version also enabled us to collect
information such as comments text related to videos.
xi

The initial forms are available at: http://www.ils.unc.edu/~sheble/docs/collection%20description-1.pdf and
http://www.ils.unc.edu/~sheble/docs/collection%20process%20planning-1.pdf.
xii

There are 15 elements for which a user can indicate ‘Never’, ‘Once’, or ‘Everytime’ collection. Each is
presented with default values. Nine have the default value of ‘Once’: Title, Description, Username, Time
when video added; Duration in seconds; Category; Keywords; Video-page URL; and Thumbnail URL. Six
have the default value ‘Everytime’: Number of views; Number of ratings; Average rating; Number of
comments; Number of times favorited; and Rank in the rank-list for a query.
xiii

This metadata includes: Title, Query with which result was returned, YouTube Category, video Duration,
Date of crawl, YouTube Description, Username – the content poster, and associated Keywords entered by
the poster in YouTube.
xiv

One board member was not available during this period due to scheduling constraints.

xv

At the time of query term selection, Google Video was a distinct video search, sharing, and watching
service. Google acquired YouTube in October 2006, approximately 7 months previous to query term
selection for these topics.
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xvi

We’d like to acknowledge and thank Barbara P. Semonche, (Director, The Park Library, University of
North Carolina, School of Journalism and Mass Communication); Marilyn Lynch (Editorial Library Director,
The State Journal-Register); Sharon Clairemont (Director, Content Research Orange County Register); and
Carol Bradley Bursack (News Researcher/Elder Care Columnist, The Forum, Fargo, ND) for their
contributions, which not only helped to formulate the Natural Disasters query, but also enhanced our
understanding of news research librarianship.
xvii

No new occurrences of the fine-grained queries (‘avian flu’, SARS) occurred during the length of the
project.
xviii

Natural Disasters query focused on select types of natural disasters. The query list in Appendix A gives an
indication of selected types.
xix

We intended to issue the queries once a day, every day. However, changes in the API and query method
led to a number of missed days.
xx

Video identification is based on YouTube unique video identifiers

xxi

The Flash format video files were also converted to MPEG format, as requested by the Library of Congress
and according to their current preferred file format for this type of digital video.
xxii

Note that the terms in this data includes stop words and is not stemmed.

xxiii

Although the contributors in each topic are unique in this table, some contributors appear in more than
one topic, so there are somewhat fewer than 22662 unique contributors overall.
xxiv

Previously, this video was available at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j-y8o1KLmX4 with title “4700
Charmwood”, and listed with the genre “Travel & Events”.
xxv

Note that although we have presented YouTube data, many of the harvesting strategies apply for other
video sources or web-based materials.
xxvi

See Appendix B for a complete list of queries by candidate for the Blogosphere dataset.

xxvii

Though it is common to use the normal distribution for very large populations, required sample sizes for
fixed-size data sets such as ours are more accurately estimated with the hypergeometric distribution.
xxviii

See Appendix B for list of queries submitted to Google Blogsearch and Technorati.

xxix

Though Tom Vilsack was included in the first secondary source analysis, it was not included in the
second because the amount of data was not sufficient for meaningful analysis.
xxx

As in the first secondary source analysis study, the sample size calculation for this fixed-size dataset was
based on the hyper-geometric distribution. For this analysis, however, we chose sample sizes designed to
generate results with 95% confidence intervals and a range of +/-4%.
xxxi

Three of the four coders for this study also coded materials for relevance in the first secondary source
study previously described.
xxxii

http://www.digitalpreservation.gov/library/resources/tools/docs/bagitspec.pdf.

xxxiii

We focused on one type of video, video shared on the WWW, but many of the remarks we make here
are also relevant to other types of video.
xxxiv

Walker, Warren S. and Uysal, Ahmet E. (1966). Tales Alive in Turkey. Cambridge, Massachusetts:
Harvard University Press.
xxxv

NSDL Registry Step-By-Step instruction: http://wiki.metadataregistry.org/Step-By-Step_Instruction.

xxxvi

JISC IE Metadata Schema Registry Client Help: http://baiji.ukoln.ac.uk/documentation/help.html.

xxxvii

PRONOM The Technical Registry: http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/PRONOM/
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xxxviii

ISDIAH is available online at: http://www.ica.org/en/node/38884.

xxxix

See the Dublin Core metadata elements website at http://dublincore.org/documents/dces/. Note also that
the following are being re-implemented at the time of this writing using Drupal ‘taxonomy’ fields: coverage,
subject, and language.
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